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SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

During the last decades a growing body of research has investigated
worldwide the extremely vast subject of urban air quality [e.g., Fenger, 1999].
Measuring any potential effect of any urban air pollutant requires the understanding of
its variation and distribution in both space and time. Traffic-related pollution and its
spatial variations are particular concerns; a comprehensive understanding is crucial
[e.g., Morawska et al. 2002; Briggs, 2000; Ito et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2005; Pinto et
al., 2004; Wilson et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2002]. However, current actions are
particularly hampered by a lack of knowledge when characterising the spatial
variability within urban areas [e.g., Lebret et al., 2000].
The understanding of emissions’ spatial variation can indicate to what extent
ambient concentrations measured at a single fixed site (e.g., the emission point) reflect
the outdoor concentrations at other sites in the area. For particles, the spatial
variability depends on the size fraction. Particles smaller than 100 nm (the so-called
ultrafine particles, UFPs) are more variable in space and time than fine particles as
they have a higher dependence on particle sources, and a faster removal from the
atmosphere [e.g., WHO, 2006; Pekkanen and Kulmala, 2004; Monn, 2001].
Consequently, their spatial variability is believed to be an important issue to assess air
pollution fate and exposure.
Internal combustion engines are known to be a major emission source of UFPs
[e.g., Weijers et al., 2004; Charron and Harrison, 2003; Alam et al., 2003; Kittelson et
al., 2004; Morawska et al., 2003]. However, in spite of extensive laboratory studies on
engine emissions, there are few investigations of how particle mobile emissions
evolve and affect air quality establishing a link between sources and receptors [e.g.,
Abdul-Khalek et al., 1999; Scheer et al., 2005; Giechaskiel et al., 2005]. Moreover,
there is little information on particles smaller than 10 nm, which have been regarded
as evidence of particles either truly emitted (Figure 1) [e.g., Scheer et al., 2005;
Giechaskiel et al., 2005] or newly formed in the atmosphere (Figure 2) [e.g., Kulmala,
2003; Charron and Harrison, 2003; Shi et al., 2001; Alam et al., 2003].
Recent field data have shown that the size distribution of emitted particles
evolves substantially within a few hundred meters of emission [e.g., Shi et al., 2001;
Zhu et al., 2002]. With this respect, it has been shown that not only is total particle
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concentration important, but also the particle size distribution [e.g., Kittelson et al.,
2004; Whitby and Cantrell, 1976; ICEP, 1994]. After release into the atmosphere,
UFPs are subjected to complex dilution and transformation processes. Neither current
models nor those that will be available in the near future are tough to be able to cover
all the spatial and temporal scales that are involved from the emission (centimetres,
milliseconds) to the urban/regional scale (kilometres, hours) [Ketzel and Berkowicz,
2004].

CONCEPTION OF THE WORK

In this work, the major objective was to analyse the spatial variation of traffic
related air pollution, especially focussing on UFPs. The process has been analysed
using a two stage structure, namely, ‘tailpipe-to-road’ and ‘road-to-ambient’ [e.g.,
Zhang and Wexler, 2004a,b]. Considering an exhaust parcel emitted from the tailpipe,
and dispersing to the background; this parcel experiences two very distinct processes.
First it is diluted and diffused by the strong turbulence generated by the moving
traffic, moving it from tailpipe to roadside (stage 1: tailpipe-to-road). Then, by the
atmospheric turbulence induced mainly by wind and atmospheric instability, it is
moved from roadside to ambient air (stage 2: road-to-ambient). These stages are
extremely different in both of their temporal and spatial scales. The understanding of
how this parcel and its concentration in air distributes in regard to the major factors
influencing it was conducted here. The methodology was firstly based on the analysis
of its frequency distribution (FD). In principle, air pollutant FD tends to be log-normal
since extreme high concentrations are possible but negative values are not, as
explained by the theory of successive random dilution (Ott, 1990). However, air
pollutant concentrations were expressed in this work as space series at different time
periods rather than time series at different locations. Therefore, the study of their FDs
in space could be used to understand how diffusion mechanisms in atmosphere
(revealed by Normal-FD) can couple with mixing and diluting of source emissions to
produce air pollutant spatial variations [Costabile et al., 2006a]. This level of analysis
has enhanced the comprehension of air pollution variation in both space and time, in
both stage 1 and stage 2, revealing governing factors (i.e., emission levels,
meteorological conditions, chemistry, geography and local morphology) [Costabile et
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al., 2007a] and principal components (i.e., major emission sources and “aging
processes”) [Costabile et al., 2008].

RESULTS

The methodological approach before described was developed at both the stages,
and applied firstly for major traffic-related air pollutants, and then to UFPs. Initially, a
new methodology for assessing the spatial distributions of traffic air pollutants at
urban (road-to-ambient) scale was developed [Costabile et al., 2006a]. Concurrently, a
new approach to link air quality and traffic air pollution at urban scale (stage road-toambient) was studied [Costabile et al., 2008a]. Therefore, the two above mentioned
approaches were applied to analyse a real case of UFP variation in an urban area
(stage road-to-ambient) [Costabile et al., 2007b]. Then, the spatial distribution of
reactive traffic-related air pollutants into a street-canyon (namely including chemistry
and fluid-dynamics effects) was analyzed (stage tailpipe-to-road) [Costabile et al.,
2007a]. Finally, the major findings of this work guided the assessment of ultrafine
particles near-road, at stage tailpipe-to-road [Costabile et al., 2008b].

DISCUSSION

The methodology to analyse the spatial variation of traffic air pollution was
developed by considering air pollutants’ concentration in terms of frequency
distributions (FD) of its space series. The dilution processes (indicated by a
LogNormal FD, as explained by the theory of successive random dilution) was shown
to be not the dominant process to fit the spatial variations. Conversely, space-FDs of
traffic air pollutants were found to be fitted by the Gaussian FD, that is the data
matched the pattern expected if the data was drawn from a population with a Normal
distribution. When traffic emissions in urban areas can be considered as sources
spatially diffused (no highways, etc.), pollutants mainly emitted by vehicle emissions
show a Normal space-FD being other factors less relevant. This result is very
important in understanding the characteristic of the spatial trend of these pollutants.
Every process where the pollutant particles show a Normal distribution of the spatial
trend density, satisfies the diffusion equation and thus represent such a mechanism.
The predominant factors influencing the spatial FD type of air pollutant
concentrations may, therefore, be associated to the diffusion mechanisms in
_____________________________________________________________________
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atmosphere, rather than mixing and diluting of source emissions. These factors are
meteorology, presence of relevant emission sources, emission seasonality, changes in
photochemistry, and topography. Moreover, being the spatial data distribution
Normal, mean and median values (quite same) can correctly be used to represent the
concentration values of these pollutants all over the city for air quality management
purposes and calculation of air pollution indexes.
The methodology to allow the communication at road-to-ambient scale between
transport emissions and air quality in real-time was developed by considering
integrated systems. The successful approach, currently under way as case-study in
Beijing, considered the integration of the modeling to interpret the data measured with
the measurements to validate the data modeled. The work was intended to better
understand how the improvement of transport technology, both private and public, the
reduction of vehicles pollution proportion by technological, political and scientific
measures and the improvement of emission performances, could be integrated with
“intelligent” transport management system. However, there remains a need to
continue research to improve our understanding of the mechanisms leading to air
pollution impacts from transport emissions, to reduce the uncertainty in our ability to
quantify the relationships between all emissions and all impacts. For urban air
pollutants from road traffic there remain some doubts concerning both the existence
and the mechanisms of cause and effect, particularly for particles, which are currently
one of the air pollutants causing most concern.
To this meaning, the number concentration of UFPs were analysed at stage 1,
from road-to-ambient both near emission sources and at a background location. They
were found to be a clear indication of vehicle exhaust sources in ambient air. At urban
scale UFPs resulted from three prevailing contributions. Firstly, a very low urban
background UFP concentration (lower than 1000 #/cm3) particularly visible in
summer. Secondly, a significant contribution due to local traffic sources, up to
100.000 #/cm3 (traffic site in winter time). Finally, a significant contribution due to
secondary transformation processes closely linked to meteorology, particularly solar
radiation. Transport from sources nearby were also found to be significant, indicating
significant UFP lifetime in atmosphere. The conditions near mobile emission sources
were found to differ from typical background conditions in that particle number
concentrations were much higher, and dilution processes were much faster and
stronger. The stronger variability induced more rapid concentration fluctuations,
_____________________________________________________________________
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probably due to faster and more intense dilution processes, which can reduce the
number concentration more rapidly, as well as trigger physical processes other than
dilution, such as nucleation, coagulation, and condensation.
The analysis of the stage 2, from tailpipe-to road, revealed traffic pollutants
emitted at road level to vary relevantly on the vertical coordinate even to less than 15
m. The analysis of the frequency distribution (FD) of the (spatial) differences between
the two measured (time) concentrations (for each pollutant) gave insights into the
pollutant diffusion mechanisms in atmosphere from tailpipe to road (Costabile et al.,
2006b). The spatial distribution of a pollutant governed largely by local vehicle
emissions (e.g. NO into a street-canyon) was largely determined by the vertical
diffusion of emissions: difference of concentrations distributed statistically according
to the Gaussian curve. The higher the chemical reactivity of the pollutant (e.g., O3),
the lower the spatial distribution with a variability strongly influenced by local fluiddynamics effects, and a FD influenced by systematic factors deviating it from the
Normal FD.
Finally, the number distribution of aerosol particles spanning from 6 nm to more than
20 µm was analysed on the road (stage 2, from tailpipe-to-road). It was found to be
governed by the interaction of four Principal Components at 92.28% of total variance
explained. This indicated major sources (traffic emissions and long-range transport)
and “aging” processes of particles after the emission (dilution, coagulation, nucleation
and condensation, and gravitational settling), grouped over the four orders of
magnitude of diameters. The analysis of variables governing the occurrence of these
processes revealed the number concentration of particles in the 6-26 nm size range
(N6-26, including nucleation mode particles) to be largely influenced by the surface
area of particles smaller than 800 nm (S300-800, including accumulation mode particles)
and ambient T. The highest values of N6-26 occurred for threshold values of both S300800

and T. In absence of additional data, it was argued that the balance between two

prevailing processes probably triggered the increase of N6-26: the availability of S300800

for condensation of the vapours emitted, and the T-controlled availability of stable

clusters for nucleation of the same emitted gases. This finding was a further evidence
that nucleation particles can be both directly emitted from the engine and formed in
atmosphere soon after the emission according to some governing factors.
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OUTLOOK

There appear at least two directions to proceed from the present study. First, the
pursuing towards a stage 0 for UFPs number size distribution from engine to tailpipe.
In order to control level of atmospheric pollution caused by vehicle engine emissions,
the international legislation has indeed established over the years a series of tests
designed with the purpose of simulating real engine operating conditions by the
performance of both steady and transient test cycles. For several sources the nonsteady-state emissions are suspected to be a significant portion of the total air
pollution emitted, and hence, their quantification may be important towards
determining average emission factors, pollutant exposure and mode-specific pollutant
minimization. The Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer (EEPS™, mod.3090, TSI Inc., MN,
USA) spectrometer acquired by the Department of Mechanical Engineering of Tor
Vergata university during this Ph.D. work is an instrument designed specifically for
measuring ultrafine particles emitted from internal combustion engines and vehicles
with the fastest time resolution available—10 times per second—. Therefore, it’s
possible to investigate particle size distribution not only in steady-state engine
operation but also in transient engine operation, representing real-world driving
behaviour. The main findings of this further study could, then, drive a further
direction of research closing the circle indicated by this work, that is the assessment of
the spatial distribution of UFP number size distribution from engine-to-tailpipe-toroad-to-ambient. This has the potential to finally indicate to what extent number size
concentrations of UFPs measured at the exhausts of a single engine could reflect the
outdoor concentrations in ambient air in a whole urban area.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

CONCEPTUAL OF THE WORK AND MAJOR OBJECTIVE

During the last decades a growing body of research has investigated worldwide
the extremely vast subject of urban air quality [e.g., Fenger, 1999]. Measuring any
potential effect of any urban air pollutant requires the understanding of its variation
and distribution in both space and time. Traffic-related pollution and its spatial
variations are particular concerns; a comprehensive understanding is crucial [e.g.,
Morawska et al. 2002; Briggs, 2000; Ito et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2005; Pinto et al.,
2004; Wilson et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2002]. However, current actions are particularly
hampered by a lack of knowledge when characterising the spatial variability within
urban areas [e.g., Lebret et al., 2000].
The understanding of emissions’ spatial variation can indicate to what extent
ambient concentrations measured at a single fixed site (e.g., the emission point) reflect
the outdoor concentrations at other sites in the area. For particles, the spatial
variability depends on the size fraction. Particles smaller than 100 nm (the so-called
ultrafine particles, UFPs) are more variable in space and time than fine particles as
they have a higher dependence on particle sources, and a faster removal from the
atmosphere [e.g., WHO, 2006; Pekkanen and Kulmala, 2004; Monn, 2001].
Consequently, their spatial variability is believed to be an important issue to assess air
pollution fate and exposure.
Internal combustion engines are known to be a major emission source of UFPs
[e.g., Weijers et al., 2004; Charron and Harrison, 2003; Alam et al., 2003; Kittelson et
al., 2004; Morawska et al., 2003]. However, in spite of extensive laboratory studies on
engine emissions, there are few investigations of how particle mobile emissions
evolve and affect air quality establishing a link between sources and receptors [e.g.,
Abdul-Khalek et al., 1999; Scheer et al., 2005; Giechaskiel et al., 2005]. Moreover,
there is little information on particles smaller than 10 nm, which have been regarded
as evidence of particles either truly emitted (Figure 1) [e.g., Scheer et al., 2005;
Giechaskiel et al., 2005] or newly formed in the atmosphere (Figure 2) [e.g., Kulmala,
2003; Charron and Harrison, 2003; Shi et al., 2001; Alam et al., 2003].
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Figure 1.
Simplified schematic mechanism of the condensation and nucleation process during
diesel exhaust dilution and cooling. Blue: volatile (H2SO4); red: semi-volatile organics (unburned
fuel); green: low-volatile organics (lube oil) [Reproduced from Scheer et al., 2005].

Figure 2.
How particle form and grow. Nucleation may involve homogeneous ternary water–
sulfuric acid–ammonia mixtures or may be ion-induced. The initial steps of growth include activation
of inorganic clusters by soluble organic molecules, heterogeneous nucleation of insoluble organic
vapors on inorganic clusters, and chemical reactions of organic molecules at surfaces of inorganic
clusters. Finally, cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) form through addition of organic and sulfuric acid
molecules. [Reproduced from Kulmala, 2003]
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Recent field data have shown that the size distribution of emitted particles
evolves substantially within a few hundred meters of emission [e.g., Shi et al., 2001;
Zhu et al., 2002]. With this respect, it has been shown that not only is total particle
concentration important, but also the particle size distribution (Figure 3).

Figure 3.

Typical Diesel surface and number weighted [Kittelson et al., 2004] shown with mass
weighted size [Whitby and Cantrell, 1976], and alveolar deposition [ICRP, 1994].

After release into the atmosphere, UFPs are subjected to complex dilution and
transformation processes. Neither current models nor those that will be available in
the near future are tough to be able to cover all the spatial and temporal scales that are
involved from the emission (centimetres, milliseconds) to the urban/regional scale
(kilometres, hours) [Ketzel and Berkowicz, 2004].
In this work, the major objective was to analyse the spatial variation of traffic
related air pollution, especially focussing on UFPs. The process has been analysed
using a two stage structure, namely, ‘tailpipe-to-road’ and ‘road-to-ambient’ [e.g.,
Zhang and Wexler, 2004]. Considering an exhaust parcel emitted from the tailpipe,
and dispersing to the background; this parcel experiences two very distinct processes.
First it is diluted and diffused by the strong turbulence generated by the moving
traffic, moving it from tailpipe to roadside (stage 1: tailpipe-to-road). Then, by the
atmospheric turbulence induced mainly by wind and atmospheric instability, it is
moved from roadside to ambient air (stage 2: road-to-ambient). These stages are
extremely different in both of their temporal and spatial scales (e.g., dilution scales,
table 1).
_____________________________________________________________________
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Stage 1
Stage 2
Mixing force
Moving traffic
Atmospheric shear and stability
Characteristic speed, u (m/s)
20-30
1-10
Characteristic length scale, l (m)
2-3
50-100
2500-14000
0.01-20
Dissipation rate, ε~u3/l (m2/s3)
Dilution ratio (1/f)
~1000 in 1 sec
<10 in 10 min
Temperature gradient
Steep
Flat
Table 1. Comparison between the two stages of dilution processes [Zhang and Wexler, 2004]

The understanding of how this parcel and its concentration in air distributes in regard
to the major factors influencing it was conducted here. The methodology was firstly
based on the analysis of its frequency distribution (FD). In principle, air pollutant FD
tends to be log-normal since extreme high concentrations are possible but negative
values are not, as explained by the theory of successive random dilution [Ott, 1990].
However, air pollutant concentrations were expressed in this work as space series at
different time periods rather than time series at different locations. Therefore, the
study of their FDs in space could be used to understand how diffusion mechanisms in
atmosphere (revealed by Normal-FD) can couple with mixing and diluting of source
emissions to produce air pollutant spatial variations (Figure 4) [Costabile et al.,
2006a].

Figure 4.
Schematic of the concentration in space for the pollutant i at urban scale. The twostage variation is indicated, including the traffic hot spots (tailpipe-to-road processes) and urban
background (road-to-ambient processes).
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This level of analysis has enhanced the comprehension of air pollution variation in
both space and time, in both stage 1 and stage 2, revealing governing factors (i.e.,
emission levels, meteorological conditions, chemistry, geography and local
morphology) [Costabile et al., 2007a] and principal components (i.e., major emission
sources and “aging processes”) [Costabile et al., 2008].

1.2.

ORGANISATION OF DISSERTATION

The current thesis has been divided into 7 Chapters:
Chapter 1: The introduction (this one).
Chapter 2: in this chapter the basic definitions and theory for the air pollutants
generated by vehicle exhaust are summarised. Particularly, it is pointed out on particle
emissions, to introduce to the concept of ultrafine particles described in chapter 3.
Chapter 3: in this chapter the main concepts for ultrafine particles are introduced,
with particular reference to Legislation, toxicity, dynamics and lifetime in ambient air.
Chapter 4: This section presents a new methodology for assessing the spatial
distributions of the main urban air pollutants at urban scale (stage road-to-ambient)
Chapter 5: This section presents a new approach to link air quality and traffic air
pollution at urban scale (stage road-to-ambient).
Chapter 6: This section presents the application of the two above mentioned
approaches to the case of ultrafine particles in an urban area (stage road-to-ambient).
Chapter 7: This section presents the analysis of the spatial distribution of reactive air
pollutants into a street-canyon (stage tailpipe-to-road).
Chapter 8: This section presents an assessment of ultrafine particles measured nearroad (stage tailpipe-to-road).
Chapter 9: Conclusions and future plans are presented in this chapter.
Appendix: This section describes the principal features of the instrument acquired by
this Department during this Ph.D. work
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CHAPTER 2.

VEHICLE EXHAUST EMISSIONS
2.1.

GASES

Diesel and Otto engines (fuelled mainly by gasoline, diesel oil, compressed natural
gas, and LPG-liquefied petroleum gas) are actually one of the major source of urban
air pollution in developed Countries. Exhausts principally contain: (i) NOx, CO, and
HC from Otto engines; (ii) HC, particulate matter, and NOx, from Diesel engines.
Sulfur contained into both gasoline (less) and diesel oil (more) is emitted as SO2
and/or SO3. If complete combustion takes place, all Carbon in fuel reacts with the
Oxygen to form CO2, and all Hydrogen is transformed into water, according to
equation (Eq.1):
m
m

CnHm +  n + O 2 → nCO 2 + H 2O
4
2


(Eq.1).

However, several reasons can modify the completeness of the combustion in relation
to the combustion and fuels types. They are: (i) insufficient oxygen and/or air excess
available for complete combustion; (ii) inadequate mixing between fuel and
combustion air (local air shortages); (iii) insufficient solid fuel pulverisation and/or
liquid fuel atomisation; (iv) gas flame cooling due to contact with the combustion
chamber walls; (v) too short residence time at high temperatures; (vi) flames burning
under difficult geometric conditions (moved up), which let the intermediate products
to pass under the flame (and avoid the complete combustion). When hydrocarbons are
not completely oxidised by the combustion, exhaust gases contain several
intermediate products, such as alcohols, aldehydes, and organic acids, by e.g. equation
(Eq.2):
formaldehyde
formic⋅acid
methane methanol
carbon⋅monoxide
CH 4 → CH 3OH →
HCOH
→ HCOOH →
CO
→ CO 2, H 2O (Eq2)
hydrocarbon

alcohol

aldehyde

acid

During either an incomplete combustion or an insufficient mixing of fuel and air in
flame, part of the fuel can go out unburned with the exhausts. On the other hand, air
shortages can cause thermal decomposition processes (pyrolysis). Such decomposition
processes can either follow the partial oxidation reaction (Eq2) or bring to the
formation of new hydrocarbons via separation of hydrogen atoms. That’s the case of
the processes forming both the aromatics benzene, toluene and xilene (BTX), and the
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polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH). According to this polycyclic formation, the
reaction process can be summarised as it follows: (1) addiction of smaller aliphatic
compounds and cycling into hydroaromatic hydrocarbons with medium size
molecules; (2) transformation of hydroaromatic hydrocarbons into totally aromatic
hydrocarbons; (3); formation of bigger polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons starting
from the smaller ones. If the hydrocarbon-containing fuel is heated with no oxygen,
thermal decomposition processes can take place (as said), with hydrogen
progressively separating and soot becoming the final product, namely agglomerates of
elemental carbon and hydrocarbons (Figure 5).

Figure 5.

2.2.

Schematic diagram of soot formation in homogeneous systems or in premixed flames
[Reproduced from Mansurov, 2005].

PARTICULATES

Ambient particulate matter PM is composed of a heterogeneous mixture of particles
varying in size and chemical composition. Particles differ in sources, size ranges,
formation mechanisms, and chemical composition and are characterized by various
physical and chemical properties. While physical properties affect the transport and
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deposition of particles in the human respiratory system, chemical composition
strongly influence their impact on health [e.g., El-Fadel, 2000]. Particles can be
emitted directly from such sources and are commonly referred to as primary
particulates, or formed in the atmosphere from gaseous precursors and are called
secondary particulates. The chemical complexity of PM requires that sources of a
large number of primary and secondary components be considered. Although a
number of national inventories have been developed for primary anthropogenic fine
particulates [e.g., UK APEG 1999], a detailed particulates emission inventory for
Europe that has been developed is that by TNO [Berdowski et al, 1997]. Figure 6
shows the source contributions in the original, as published, TNO inventory.

Figure 6.

EU-15 Primary Anthropogenic Particulate Emission Inventory [Reproduced from
TNO (Berdowski et al, 1997)].

A more recent estimate of ambient PM concentrations in European cities is shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7.
The areas of the respective squares roughly show the relative contribution of the
respective fractions to current ambient PM concentrations in European cities [Reproduced from:
Englert (2004) ]
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Diesel particulates are defined by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as
“all compounds collected on a pre-conditioned filter in diluted diesel exhaust gases at
a maximum temperature of 325 K (125°F)“. These particulates consist of soot nuclei
(carbon) including inorganic material, adsorbed hydrocarbons (often referred to as
SOF: soluble organic fraction), SO, (or sulphuric acid) and some water [Neeft et al.,
1996]. A schematic representation of the composition is given in Figure 1 and Figure
8. The size of the individual soot spheres is 5÷25 nm and the size of the total
particulates is ≈200 nm.

Figure 8.

Schematic of Diesel particulates [Reproduced from Neeft et al. (1996)]

Soot formation occurs in the high temperature, fuel-rich reaction zone around
individual

fuel

droplets,

where

fuel

hydrocarbons

are

oxidized

under

substoichiometric oxygen conditions [Neeft et al., 1996]. In this reaction zone the
oxidation reaction is limited by the oxygen concentration. Oxygen transport occurs by
diffusion through the flame front for diffusion flames. Conversely, for premixed
flames there is the combustion of a premixed amount of fuel and air. Temperatures in
premixed flames are higher than in diffusion flames. As NO, formation depends
strongly upon temperature and oxygen concentration [see, e.g., Seinfeld 1986; Bosch
and Janssen 1987], premixed flames give rise to much larger NO, emissions than
diffusion flames.
The formation of soot is thought to take place via a number of elemental steps:
pyrolysis, nucleation, surface growth and coagulation, aggregation and oxidation.
_____________________________________________________________________
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These processes take place on different time scales, ranging from a few microseconds
(initial nucleation processes) to some milliseconds (completion of soot formation,
oxidation, and cooling by cylinder expansion). Pyrolysis is the process in which gasphase molecules form soot precursor molecules by free radical mechanisms.
Nucleation is the process in which soot precursor molecules grow into small soot
nuclei. Surface growth is the process in which the precursor molecules grow from
some l-2 nm to l0-30 nm. Aggregation or chain-firming coagulation, which starts at
0.02-0.07 ms after nucleation [Smith et al, 2001a], accounts for the formation of the
well-known “fractal” structure of soot. Oxidation of soot also takes place, lowering
the soot tail-pipe emission.
The composition of particles from the exhausts depends on where and how the
sampling takes place. At the tailpipe, where high temperatures occur, most of the
volatile material is in gaseous form. The details of the dilution and cooling processes
determine the relative quantity of materials either adsorbing or condensing onto
existing particles or nucleate to form new particles [Kittelson, 1998]. These issues are
better described in the par.2.3.

2.3.

ULTRAFINE PARTICLES

The internal combustion engine emits large amounts of submicrometer PM into the
atmosphere. Particles emitted from engines, especially diesel, were firstly categorized
by Kittelson (1998) into three general size ranges for steady-state operation. The socalled nuclei-mode (Dp <50 nm) contains as much as 90% of the emitted particles,
although due to their small size only up to 20% of the total mass. Nuclei-mode
particles are formed primarily of volatile organics and sulfur compounds that nucleate
during post-engine dilution and cooling. Metallic compounds and elemental carbon
make up some of these particles as well. The so-called accumulation-mode (50 nm <
Dp < 500 nm) is made up of fewer particles, but their larger diameters result in the
largest mass percentage of the emitted particles. Accumulation-mode particles are
formed from carbonaceous agglomerates and through condensation and coagulation of
volatile material. The larger particle mode (Dp > 500nm) contributes the least number
and mass to particulate emissions (especially diesel) and is comprised of accumulation
mode particles that have agglomerated while deposited on engine and exhaust
surfaces. Engine pulse, vibration, and exhaust flow re-entrain these particles, resulting
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in coarse mode emissions. These three groups of particles form trimodal distributions.
In principle, it may be assumed that exhausts come out of the tailpipe with a single
log-normal aerosol size distribution (combustion-induced, [Zhang and Wexler,
2004]). It takes 1-3 sec to reach a dilution ratio of 1000. Assuming Ccrit as the gasphase concentration of sulphuric acid required for binary nucleation to take place
[Wexler et al., 1994], when the critical ratio H2SO4(g)/Ccrit becomes greater than 1,
nucleation occurs instantaneously giving birth to fresh nuclei in another log-normal
distribution (dilution-induced, [Zhang and Wexler, 2004]). Nucleation results when
partial pressure is much greater than vapour pressure for nucleating species1. The
partial pressure is simply proportional to the dilution factor. The vapour pressure is a
function of temperature, which in turn is a function of dilution factor, f. As f decreases
rapidly upon dilution immediately after emission, the supersaturation ratio may
become high enough to induce nucleation. At the same time, due to their volatility and
the existence of large surface areas of particles in the plume, sulphuric acid and many
organic compounds condense quickly on the particles, which may or may not suppress

1

All solids and liquids have a tendency to evaporate to a gaseous form, and all gases have a tendency to condense

back. At any given temperature, for a particular substance, there is a partial pressure (that is the pressure which the
gas would have in a mix of gases if it alone occupied the volume) at which the gas of that substance is in dynamic
equilibrium with its liquid or solid forms. This is the vapor pressure of that substance at that temperature (that is
the pressure of a vapor in equilibrium with its non-vapor phases). Vapor pressure is an indication of a liquid's
evaporation rate. It relates to the tendency of molecules and atoms to escape from a liquid or a solid. A substance
with a high vapor pressure at normal temperatures is often referred to as volatile. The vapor pressure of any
substance increases non-linearly with temperature according to the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. Creation of liquid
droplets

in

saturated

vapour

is

also

characterised

by

nucleation.

(Source:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vapor_pressure)
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the nucleation. Since nucleation favors compounds with both low volatility and lowmolar volume in the condensed phase, high-carbon number organics which usually
possess very low vapor pressure but have significantly larger condense-phased molar
volume, are less likely to be the nucleating species than sulfuric acid, which may take
a binary form (with water) or ternary form (with water and ammonia). Extremely
rapid dilution is crucial for obtaining supersaturation where nucleation is possible.
Decreases of temperature lead to exponential decreases in vapor pressures. The
dilution profile mainly dependent on vehicle types and traffic conditions may also
affect the occurrence of nucleation.
Knowledge of the detailed PM size distribution of an engine’s emissions is crucial for
the development of emission control devices. Nuclei-mode particles are most
responsive to diffusion forces, and coarse-mode particles are most responsive to
interception and inertial impaction. However, the majority of accumulation-mode
particles is only marginally responsive to any of the aforementioned forces and is
often responsible for the minimum efficiency of each of the currently existing filter
types [Hinds, 1982]. Although PM size distributions have been generalized for steadystate conditions, subsequent studies have shown that during transient operation,
changing engine parameters strongly affect both the size distribution and the
concentration of emitted particles [Liu et al., 2005]. As after-treatment devices are
integrated into diesel exhaust systems, the transient emission response could alter
their effectiveness. Measurement of an engine operating transiently is more difficult,
however, because both the speed and the load of the engine change as a function of
time. These factors result in changing the air/fuel ratio, mixing pattern, and incylinder temperature, which in turn influence the formation and composition of PM
inside of the engine [Heywood, 1988]. Additionally, the dilution and cooling of the
exhaust are effected by the changing engine conditions, thus altering the particles in
the exhaust stream.
2.3.1.

DIESEL ENGINE

The particle size distribution of diesel exhaust typically displays two modes,
accumulation and nucleation modes [e.g.: Ronkko et al., 2006; Kittelson, 1998]. The
accumulation mode in the vehicle exhaust is not sensitive to dilution conditions
[Kittelson et al., 2002; Maricq et al., 2002]. Liquid nucleation mode particles are
usually smaller than 50nm in diameter and form during dilution of exhaust gas. Thus
_____________________________________________________________________
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the formation is sensitive to dilution parameters such as dilution ratio, temperature
and relative humidity of the dilution air, and the exact development of temperature
and instantaneous partial pressures of vapours during dilution. The tendency of
nucleation has been connected with high sulphur or high hydrocarbon content in
exhaust gas. Therefore, the formation of nucleation mode particles indirectly depends
on engine parameters, fuel and lubricant oil properties, and after-treatment systems. A
number of studies report enhanced nucleation mode formation with increasing engine
load [Vogt et al., 2003; Mathis et al., 2004a; Giechaskiel et al., 2005]. Giechaskiel et
al. (2005) and Vogt et al. (2003) have linked higher nucleation mode concentrations at
high engine loads to higher exhaust gas temperatures and thus to enhanced SO2 to SO3
conversion in oxidation catalysts [Maricq et al., 2002]. Also sulphur content of fuel
affects the nucleation [Khalek et al., 2003; Vogt et al., 2003; Ntziachristos et al.,
2004]. On the other hand, Kittelson et al. (2002), Saito et al. (2002) and Lehmann et
al. (2003) have reported increased tendency of nucleation at low loads. Vaaraslahti et
al. (2004) found nucleation mode with a catalyst and a particle filter at high load, but
without after-treatment at low load. They proposed the two cases represent two
different processes of nucleation mode formation. At high load the process is sulphur
dominated, while at low load the hydrocarbon species are important. At low loads the
hydrocarbon concentration in exhaust gas is high and the SO3 concentration low. The
high air-fuel ratio at low loads keeps temperatures low and combustion inefficient,
favouring hydrocarbon formation. At low exhaust gas temperatures the possible
oxidation catalyst is inefficient in oxidizing hydrocarbons and SO2. In addition,
Mathis et al. (2004b) have shown by laboratory experiments that hydrocarbons have a
clear effect on nucleation mode concentration.
New particle formation is very likely in the first-stage dilution of diesel exhaust and
occurs when the dilution ratio is around 30–80; the growth of nucleation mode
particles could be significant and is very sensitive to the amount of condensable
materials remaining in the gas phase at tailpipe exit; coagulation is usually too slow to
significantly change aerosol size distributions in this stage.
Liu et al. (2003) also explained that low exhaust gas temperatures, occurring during
idle and declining loads, create favorable conditions for the formation of nuclei-mode
particles. In addition to exhaust conditions, previous studies [Vaaraslahti et al., 2004;
Shi et al, 1999; Ronkko et al., 2006] have positively correlated the formation of
nuclei-mode particles to unburned hydrocarbon emissions during low and declining
_____________________________________________________________________
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load conditions. Finally, Liu et al. (2007) have also seen nuclei-mode particles
occasionally forming during accelerations. Heywood (1988) explained that if overfueling occurs during acceleration, hydrocarbon emissions will be increased. As the
engine load and EGT increase, volatile compounds have less opportunity to nucleate,
and more accumulation-mode particles are emitted due to higher fuel consumption
inside of the cylinder [Kittelson, 1998 ;Heywood,1988]. This is especially true for
increasing load conditions such as accelerations, which do not exist in steady-state
analyses. Finally, several bimodal distributions have appeared throughout the FTP
cycle of a Diesel engine and are usually seen during quickly changing engine
conditions (Figure 9). When the engine is accelerating, decelerating, or the load and
EGT are changing from increasing to decreasing, or vise versa, conditions are often
favorable for both types of particles to form.

Figure 9. Particle size distribution of a Diesel engine throughout the FTP HD cycle (top), during an
acceleration (bottom left) and during a deceleration (bottom right) for transient 2 test as compared to
the particle size distributions produced from steady-state testing (a-c) [Reproduced from Liu et al., 2007]
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The relative magnitudes of these modes then depend on the precise load, speed, fuel
consumption, and EGT at the time of particle formation. The results of these quickly
changing conditions rarely can be seen during steady-state testing.
2.3.2.

SI ENGINE

Laboratory studies [CONCAWE, 1998; Graskow et al.,1998; Greenwood et al.,1996;
Hall et al., 1998; Maricq et al., 1999a,b; Rickeard et al., 1996] have shown that
nanoparticle emissions from SI engines are much more speed-and load-dependent
than diesel engines. Gasoline engine exhaust particles are thought to be usually
smaller than those emitted by diesel engines, mainly in the nuclei mode region [e.g.,
Kittelson et al., 2006a,b; Graskow et al., 1998]. They are often composed primarily of
volatile and semivolatile materials, although ash may be the major constituent in some
cases. Lube oil may play an important role in their formation.
The mechanism of particle formation in gasoline engines is very different from that in
diesels and not as well understood. In a gasoline engine, fuel and air are premixed
before combustion and combustion takes place under chemically correct conditions.
In a diesel engine combustion initially takes place in a fuel-rich jet that subsequently
continues to oxidize as it mixes with air. The primary combustion process in a
gasoline engine should not make particles. Particle formation in a gasoline engine
results from local inhomogeneous conditions – fuel pooling, big droplets, cracks,
crevices, etc. Formation is much more dependent on operating conditions than with
diesel engines, increasing strongly at high loads. During cold starts, the fuel-air
mixture in a gasoline engine is very rich, leading to significant EC formation.
Gasoline “high emitters” with some combination of high oil consumption and rich
operation may produce particles much like those from older diesel engines.
There have been several studies on gasoline engine exhausts conducted by various
researchers and no convincing evidences of nucleation have been found yet [Maricq et
al., 2002; Zhang and Wexler, 2002b]. It has been arising thus questions whether there
are nucleation events in gasoline exhaust at all. Zhang and Wexler (2004) showed that
in terms of sulfuric acid concentrations, gasoline engine exhausts still favour
nucleation. So very likely nucleation is occurring, but probably the fresh nuclei cannot
grow to the detectable size under experimental or real-world conditions. Zhang and
Wexler (2002b) proposed the hypothesis that these fresh nuclei have been fully
_____________________________________________________________________
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neutralized by ammonia produced by the catalyst system so that the acid-catalyzed
chemical reactions, which are crucial to the early growth of these nuclei, are
precluded. Then those small nuclei are easily subject to scavenging by larger particles.
So unlike diesel exhaust, the characteristic particle size distributions measured in
gasoline exhaust were usually mono-modal with a possible ‘hidden mode’ below the
particle size detection limit.
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CHAPTER 3.

ULTRA-FINE PARTICLES IN AMBIENT AIR
Whilst PM10 (mass of particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than 10 µm)
emissions are regulated and there are plans to include regulation of PM2.5 (mass of
particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 µm) in several countries, no
regulations exist with respect to submicrometer particles (d<1 µm) or ultrafine
particles (UFPs, d<100nm) in terms of particle number (see par.3.1). These particles
in ambient air usually show the following modes: “fresh” nucleation mode (3-9 nm) ;
“aged” nucleation mode (9-30nm) ; Aitken mode, 30-110nm; accumulation mode,
110-800nm [e.g., Birmili et al., 2001 ] (Figure 3). Recent health studies [e.g., Sioutas
et al., 2005; Oberdorster, 2000, 2001] have shown that UFPs can have a greater
adverse effect on men health than larger particles of the same composition since they
are capable of penetrating deeper into the respiratory tract (see par.3.2). Furthermore,
particle dynamics and lifetime in atmosphere can influence visibility, radiative
balance, climate change, with the extent dependent on the size distribution and nature
of the aerosols; a better understanding of these effects requires knowledge of the
mechanisms by which new particles nucleate and grow in the atmosphere [Kulmala,
2003] (see par. 3.3). These issues are better discussed in the followings.

3.1.

LEGISLATION

The COUNCIL DIRECTIVE of 15 July 1980 (80/779/EEC) refers to the
determination of black smoke and its conversion into gravimetric units in Annex I.
Alternatively, Annex IV refers to gravimetric measurements without specifying the
size fraction to be sampled. During the following years, more data on health effects
emerged suggesting smaller particles to be more important. The COUNCIL
DIRECTIVE 96/62/EC of 27 September 1996 on ambient air quality assessment and
management (Framework Directive) listed fine particulate matter such as soot
(including PM10), and Suspended particulate matter among the atmospheric pollutants
to be taken into consideration. The COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 1999/30/EC of 22 April
1999 (First Daughter Directive) defined limit values for PM10 with a Stage 1 to be met
by January 2005 and indicative limit values in Stage 2 foreseen to be met by 2010, but
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to be reviewed in the light of further information on health and environmental effects,
technical feasibility and experience in the application of Stage 1 limit values in the
Member States. The scientific background was described in the Position Paper
Ambient Air Pollution by Particulate Matter (1997). It stated: “There is increasing
evidence that health effects occur at very low levels of PM, and without an apparent
threshold. This evidence arises from studies, initially in the US, but which have more
recently been carried out in Europe and elsewhere with similar conclusions. These
studies have, in general, used different measures of particles, but the majority have
used PM10 and the Group felt that this was the most appropriate measure for a limit
value for particles at the present time.” “Good reasons might be given for considering
other fractions rather than just PM10, e.g., PM2.5, and there might be an increasing
need of such kind of measurements in the future. At present knowledge on health
effects of particle fractions is insufficient, and sufficiently standardised measurement
methods are not available to provide a sound basis for limit values for particle
fractions smaller than PM10. As this will probably change in the future, limit values
set for PM10 now may have to undergo revision at a later stage” [e.g., see Englert,
2004]. WHO (2004) summarizes the results of the Systematic Review of Health
Aspects of Air Pollution in Europe as follows: “Nevertheless, there is sufficient
concern to consider reducing exposure to coarse particles as well as to fine particles.
Up to now, coarse and fine particles have been evaluated and regulated together, as
the focus has been on PM10. However, the two types have different sources and may
have different effects, and tend to be poorly correlated in the air. The systematic
review therefore recommended that consideration be given to assessing and
controlling coarse as well as fine PM. Similarly, ultrafine particles are different in
composition, and probably to some extent in effect, from fine and coarse particles.
Nevertheless, their effect on human health has been insufficiently studied to permit a
quantitative evaluation of the risks to health of exposure to such particles.”.
The results of research conducted in the last decade have, therefore, significantly
increased the evidence on health impacts of particulate matter (PM). This newly
accumulated evidence was used to review and update the WHO Air Quality
Guidelines, completed in 2006 and resulting in a set of guidelines for PM10 and PM2.5
[WHO 2006]. The research data for PM indicate that there are risks to health at
concentrations currently found in many cities in developing and developed countries.
Moreover, the research has not identified thresholds below which adverse effects do
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not occur. In addition to PM2.5 and PM10, ultrafine particles have recently attracted
significant scientific and medical attention. The Guidelines conclude that, “while
there is considerable toxicological evidence of potential detrimental effects of
ultrafine particles on human health, the existing body of epidemiological evidence is
insufficient to reach a conclusion on the exposure–response relationship to ultrafine
particles. Therefore no recommendations can be provided at present as to guideline
concentrations of ultrafine particles” [WHO, 2006].

3.2.

TOXICITY

The health burden due to PM air pollution is one of the biggest environmental health
concerns around the world [WHO, 2007]. Airborne particles are associated in
epidemiological investigations with a range of adverse health outcomes including
increased illness, hospitalizations, and mortality rates [e.g., Dockery et al., 1993;
Burnett et al., 2000; Samet et al., 2000; Dockery, 2001; Pope et al., 1995, 2002;
Schwartz et al., 2002; Brunekreef and Holgate, 2002; de Hartog et al., 2003]. A
particularly vexing research challenge has been identifying the physical and chemical
characteristics of PM to determine toxicity.
Adverse health outcomes have been associated with various size fractions within the
PM range. Particle deposition in the respiratory tract is determined predominantly by
three mechanisms that move particles out of the streams of inhaled and exhaled air
towards the airway walls, where they are deposited [e.g., Fell et al., 1997] (Figure 10).
These mechanisms are (1) sedimentation by gravitational forces acting on particles >
0.5 µm aerodynamic diameter, (2) impaction caused by their inertial mass in
branching airways acting on particles > 1.5 µm aerodynamic diameter, and (3)
diffusional motion of particles < 0.5 µm (thermodynamic diameter) by thermal motion
of air molecules. Each mechanism becomes relevant for the given size range. The
larger thoracic coarse particles are primarily deposited in the nose and in larger
airways due to impaction, because they cannot follow the air stream at bifurcations;
these particles are filtered out of the air stream and cannot penetrate down to the deep
lung. Smaller particles can pass through the large airways and are deposited in the
lung due to sedimentation (settlement of particles in resting air due to gravity). These
fine particles may preferentially affect the cardiovascular system.
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Figure 10.

Respiratory tract regions defined in the ICRP publication 66 model [Reproduced
from Fell et al., 1997]

Recent health studies have reported that ultrafine particles (UFP) may be responsible
for some significant health outcomes, even though they account for a very small
portion of total PM mass [Donaldson et al., 1998; Obersdörster et al., 2000;
Obersdörster, 2001; Penttinen et al., 2001]. Ultrafine particles (UFP) behave like
diffusing gas molecules and stochastically disperse due to Brownian motion (the
smaller the particles, the more effective is Brownian motion). They have higher
particle number concentration and surface area than larger particles, more insidious as
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it can deeply penetrate and deposite much more efficiently than larger particles into
the lung cavity [Brown et al., 2002; Jaques and Kim, 2000; Kim and Jaques, 2000;
Smith et al., 2001a; Daigle et al., 2003], where they are not efficiently removed by
macrophage clearance mechanisms, and may cause mechanical damage to lung tissue
[Donaldson et al., 1998; Hughes et al., 1998; Utell and Framptom, 2000; Seaton and
Dennekamp, 2003]. UFPs may also migrate via the lung to other locations transported
through the blood stream to the heart, brain, liver, spleen, placenta and fetus [Nemmar
et al., 2002; Obersdörster et al., 2002]. Another route of internal exposure is
translocation of UFP via the olfactory nerve system to the brain [WHO, 2007]..
The health implications of these observations remain unknown, and intensive research
continues [WHO, 2007].

3.3.

DYNAMICS IN ATMOSPHERE

The study of number distribution can be traced back to the derivation of the general
dynamic equation [Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1979] describing the number distribution of
an internal mixed aerosol over time. In an Eulerian frame of reference, this equation
can be written as (Eq.3) [Zhang and Wexler, 2002b]:
∂n( DP , x, t )
local rate of change
∂t
+ [V ( x, t ) − Vs ( DP )k ] ⋅ ∇n( DP , x, t ) spatial avvection and gravitational settling
=−
+

∂
[ I ( DP , x, t )n ( DP , x, t )] condensation/evaporation
∂DP

DP2
2

∞

∫

β [( DP3 − DP'3 ), D ' , x, t ]
P

(D − D )
3
P

0

'3 2 / 3
P

× n[( DP3 − DP' 3 )1 / 3 , x, t ]n( D 'P , x, t )dD 'P coagulation in

∞

− n ( DP , x, t ) ∫ β ( DP , D 'P , x, t )n ( D 'P , x, t )dD 'P coagulation out

[Eq.3]

0

+ ∇ ⋅ [ K ( x, t )∇n ( DP , x, t )] spatial diffusion
+ N ( DP , x, t ) nucleation
+ E ( DP , x, t ) emission
+ R( DP , x, t ) chemical reaction

where:
-

n(DP,x,t) = number distribution

-

n(DP,x,t)dDP = number concentration of particles in the range [DP,
DP+dDP]
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-

I(DP,x,t) = rate of change of particle diameter (dDP/dt) due to condensation
and evaporation

-

β(DP, D’P) = coagulation coefficient for particles with diameter DP and D’P

-

x= spatial coordinate vector

-

t=time

-

V=wind velocity vector

-

Vs=settling velocity

-

k=unit vector in the vertical direction

-

K(x,t)=turbulent diffusivity tensor

-

N=nucleation rate of particles in the range [DP, DP+dDP]

-

E=emission rate of particles in the range [DP, DP+dDP]

-

R=reaction rate of particles in the range [DP, DP+dDP]

In this framework, the dynamics of aerosol in atmosphere, and the lifetime can be
analysed in terms of three important steps: [Holmes, 2007; Zhang andWexler 2002a;
Kerminen 1999]:
(i) formation of an initial nucleus. New particles, about 1 nm in diameter, are formed
by nucleation through a number of different mechanisms (see par.3.3.1)
(ii) Growth of the particles to larger sizes. These particles grow as a result of
coagulation with other particles or condensation of gas-phase constituents at a rate
dependent on factors including particle size, chemical composition, concentration and
temperature (see par.3.3.2).
(iii) Loss. Particle loss occurs through deposition.

Settling velocity becomes

important when particles are larger than about 1 µm. Vertical transport of aerosol
particles is governed by turbulent diffusion, advection and gravitational settling. It is
expected that for the smallest particles settling will be negligible compared to vertical
turbulent diffusion, but for particles sufficiently large it will be significant. Their
spatial distribution (see par. 3.3.3) comes to be a fundamental issue.
3.3.1.

PARTICLE FORMATION

The two major processes introducing new particles into the atmosphere are:
- in situ production (nucleation)
- direct emission from sources such as combustion, sea spray, dust, etc.
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Particle nucleation in the atmosphere has exercised the minds of scientists since John
Aitken built the first apparatus to measure the number of dust and fog particles in the
late 19th century. Although several mechanisms for particle nucleation have been
proposed, it remains unclear which of them dominates in the atmosphere [Kulmala,
2003; Jung et al., 2006]. Several mechanisms have been proposed including:
(i) homogeneous nucleation involving binary mixtures of sulphuric acid and water
[Nilsson and Kulmala, 1998; Vehkamäki et al., 2002],
(ii) homogeneous ternary nucleation (sulfuric acid-ammonia-water) [Kulmala et al.,
2000],
(iii) nucleation of organic vapors [Marti et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2004b],
(iv) ion induced nucleation of binary, ternary, or organic vapors [Laakso et al., 2002],
(v) halogen-oxide nucleation [Hoffmann et al., 2001].
Spontaneous nucleation can occur when the vapor pressure of sulphuric acid exceeds
the saturation vapour pressure of the sulphuric acid– water mixture (binary
nucleation). However, the rates of nucleation are often much smaller than the
observed production, therefore, in the majority of cases new particle formation is
dominated by processes other than binary nucleation. However, under certain
conditions (industrial plumes) binary nucleation rates of sulphuric acid and water
mixtures can still be significant. Classical theory suggests that sulphuric acid cannot
exist in free form and is either bound in ammonium bisulphate or ammonium sulphate
cluster or hydrates [Holmes, 2007]. Therefore, because of its high concentration in the
troposphere and ability to decrease the vapour pressure of sulphuric acid above a
solution it has been proposed that the enhanced nucleation rate is a result of a ternary
reaction between H2O/H2SO4 and NH3 (ternary nucleation). However, the comparison
of the results of the new ternary model with particle formation observations clearly
suggests that there must be other so far unknown mechanisms operating. Ionic charge
in particles can increase the formation of larger particle as a result of enhanced
stability of the charge clusters and higher growth rates due to the electrostatic forces
(Ion induced-nucleation, IIN). The mechanism of IIN is still not clear and model
simulations are generally based on the assumption that the core consists of negative
bisulphate ions and the critical cluster is stabilised by ammonia. All schemes are
based on the classical nucleation theory, on which the nucleating molecular clusters
are treated as macroscopic droplets—a questionable approach given that the clusters
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often contain fewer than 20 molecules; ideally, the nucleation process should be
investigated with molecular dynamics [Kulmala, 2003].
3.3.2.

PARTICLE GROWTH

Another important issue is what species are involved in the growth of these nuclei.
This step is also uncertain [e.g., Stanier et al., 2004]. These particles have been
proposed to grow by condensation of sulfuric acid, and self-coagulation. However,
these processes are relatively inefficient: the condensation of sulfuric acid alone is
often not sufficient to grow these nuclei to detectable sizes, since these particles have
a very short lifetime before being lost through coagulation with larger existing
particles [Gaydos et al., 2005]. To aid in the growth of these particles, additional
growth mechanisms have been proposed, such as the condensation of organic species
[Kerminen et al., 2000], heterogeneous reactions [Zhang and Wexler, 2002a], ionenhanced condensation, heterogeneous nucleation of organic insoluble vapors on
ternary clusters [e.g., Kulmala, 2003], activation of the clusters for condensation of
soluble organic vapors, chemical reactions at the surfaces of small clusters [Zhang and
Wexler, 2002a],

multicomponent condensation of organic and inorganic vapors

(Figure 2). The limited experimental evidence indicates a potential role for organic
compounds [Novakov and Penner 1993; Rivera-Carpio et al. 1996]. Recent work
considers the potential for heterogenous reactions of SO2 [Kerminen 1999] and
organic compounds [Kerminen 1999; Jang and Kamens 2001; Zhang and Wexler
2002a] to significantly contribute to growth.
The nucleation and growth of new particles seem to occur almost everywhere in the
atmosphere. Ion clusters are always present , and the nucleation of new aerosol
particles seems to be controlled by the very initial steps of growth and the competition
between condensation and coagulation. The more rapid the condensation growth, the
larger the fraction of nucleated particles that will survive. Chemical reactions in the
particle phase cannot form new particles, but may cause them to grow or shrink
similar to condensation and evaporation.
Coagulation results in the formation of a single particle following a collision between
two aerosols. Two physically different cases should be considered: intermodal
coagulation and intramodal coagulation. Intramodal coagulation can hardly be
important for number distributions except in the case of the extremely high number
concentration, such as near emissions or just after a nucleation event. Intermodal
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Brownian coagulation may be important for the number distribution of sufficiently
small particles (smaller than 0.05 µm)
Coagulation of small particles with large ones will not change the number of large
particles, but will reduce the number of small particles. In addition, coagulation onto
large particles is similar to condensation in that it may result in significant ‘growth’
and ‘shift’. The diameter of a new particle, Dn, after small particles with diameter Ds
coagulating with large particles with diameter Dl, is roughly [Zhang and Wexler,
2002b]:

Dn = 3 Ds3 + Dl3 .
3
3
Being often Dl >> Ds , small particles coagulating with large ones will not

substantially alter the diameter of the larger particles, which means the shifting speeds
are very slow. This ‘growth’ term can be neglected and coagulation does not
significantly affect the size distribution of large particles. The time scale for depletion
of the number of small particles due to Brownian coagulation is [Zhang and Wexler,
2002b]:
τ coag =

ns
 dns 


 dt 

Large diffusivities promote coagulation, but the deposition velocity will also become
larger. Tiny nuclei are subject to scavenging by preexisting particles and their surface
depositions can be neglected. Volatile gases readily condense on particles to make
them grow. When particles grow larger, their diffusivities decrease, and so do the
coagulation rates, i.e., condensation may suppress coagulation.
The rate at which small particles coagulate with larger ones (tc,g) is proportional to the
small particle diffusivity, Ds:
τ c−,1g =

1 dDs
Ds dt

If τc,g is bigger or the same magnitude as τcoag , small particles coagulate before they
grow too large and coagulation is important. Otherwise, coagulation can be ignored.
Due to the rate of the process, coagulation is not an efficient mechanism for particle
growth under typical urban conditions. It can hardly occur before condensation grows
particles too large to efficiently coagulate. Particles tend to coagulate on particles
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larger than about 0.05 µm and particles larger than about 0.05 µm do not coagulate
onto even larger ones.
Condensation is typically the partitioning of species between the gas and particle
phases as the result of concentration differences between the ambient and equilibrium
concentrations [Holmes, 2007]. However, due to similarity between the size of the
nanometer-sized particles and the gas molecules condensation onto the new particles
is best determined by the rate of collisions between the gas molecules and the
particles [Lehtinen and Kulmala, 2003].
The term in (Eq.3) describing the condensation can be written by (Eq.4) [Zhang and
Wexler, 2002b]:

−

 ∂I
∂
[ I ( DP , x, t )n( DP , x, t )] =  −
∂DP
 ∂DP

  ∂n
n  +  −
  ∂DP


I  =


 ∂I ( DP , x, t )
  ∂n ( DP , x, t )

=  −
n( DP , x, t )  +  −
I ( DP , x, t ) 
∂DP
∂DP

 


[Eq.4]

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.2 is the ‘growth’ term, which is caused by
a gradient in I over Dp, ∂I ≠ 0 .The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.2
∂DP

represents the ‘shift’ in the distribution due to condensation and evaporation. As
condensation proceeds, the particle diameter becomes larger and the distribution
‘shifts’ to the right. In case of evaporation, the curve ‘shifts’ to the left.
Condensation and evaporation do not change the total number of particles in an
aerosol population, but they may alter the distribution, leading to “growth” of number
distribution.
Volatile gases tend to evaporate from the surfaces of small particles and condense on
larger ones. Particles larger than about 2 µm are not affected significantly by
condensation and evaporation.
3.3.3.

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Particles typically form during the late morning and then grow throughout the day,
reaching growth rates of 1 to 20 nm/hour [Kulmala, 2003]. Various field
measurements have been conducted to measure the particle number concentrations
near roadways and dilution is found to be the dominant mechanism that alters particle
number concentrations [Shi et al., 1999; Zhu et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2004]. When a
plume dilutes, every small parcel of air contains a certain fraction f of the original
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exhaust, and 1-f of the ambient, being dilution factor=f, and dilution ratio=1/f [Zhang
and Wexler, 2004]. The plume concentration for inert species [Kerminen and Wexler,
1995] and the aerosol number concentration experiencing a dilution process [Zhang
and Wexler, 2004], can be given by:
C i = C i , A + f ⋅ (C i , E − C i , A )
and
1 Ci , E − Ci , A
=
f
Ci − Ci , A
Similar equations govern aerosol number concentration, n(Dp, t), experiencing a
dilution process:
n ( D p , t ) = n A ( D p , t ) + f ⋅ [n E ( D p , t ) − n A ( D p , t )]
and

1 nE ( D p , t ) − n A ( D p , t )
=
f
n( D p , t ) − n A ( D p , t )
where:
Ci = plume concentration for inert species,
n(Dp,t) = n= aerosol number concentration,
A=ambient,
E= exhaust.
Turbulence dilutes the exhaust. Consider an exhaust parcel emitted from the tailpipe
(dilution stage 0), dispersing to the background; this parcel experiences two very
distinct dilution processes [Zhang and Wexler, 2004]: first it is diluted by the strong
turbulence generated by moving traffic, moving it from tailpipe to roadside (dilution
stage 1: tailpipe-to-road), and then by atmospheric turbulence induced mainly by wind
and atmospheric instability, moving it from roadside to the ambient (dilution stage 2:
road-to-ambient). Although dilution is the most important mechanism in altering
pollutant concentrations in both stages, the magnitudes are conspicuously different
(Table 1). The relative dilution magnitudes can be quantified by comparing turbulence
dissipation rates in the two stages, namely εmt and εatm, respectively. Dissipation is
characterized by u3/l, where u is the characteristic speed and l the characteristic length
scale. For turbulence generated by moving traffic, the characteristic speed and the
length scale are the speed and the height of moving vehicles, respectively. For
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atmospheric turbulence, wind speed is the characteristic speed and the integral length
scale of atmospheric turbulence close to the ground is about 50–100m [Baker, 2001].
First stage dilution (indicated by 1/f and ε ) is much stronger than the second one so
that the first stage dilution is almost independent of atmospheric conditions, while
mainly depending on traffic speed and road conditions. This traffic-generated
turbulence dominates dispersion near highways and its importance for initial
dispersion of pollutants has been recognised [Rao et al., 2002].
Previous field studies and laboratory experiments have analysed such distinct dilution
stages. At stage 1, it has been found (i) dilution ratio ~ 1000 or more reached 1-2 sec
behind tailpipe [Kittelson, 1998]; (ii) dilution ratio increased exponentially to 350
within 2.54 m downwind exhaust outlet in wind tunnel simulation of HD trucks,
within 0.5 sec [Kim et al., 2001]; (iii) dilution ratio=1000-4000, 2-3 m away from
passing vehicles in less than 1 sec [Shi et al., 2002]. At stage 2, (i) particle
concentrations at 10 m from highway <3.5 times as much as those 700 m from
highway [Kittelson et al., 2004]; (ii) particle concentrations 2m from curbside ~4
times higher than 30-100m away [Shi et al., 1999]. It is worth mentioning that,
however, processes other than dilution often affect the spatial variation of
concentration from exhausts to ambient. This, therefore, result in a more complicated
relationship. The analysis of this issue is the major objective of this work, and is
discussed in the followings.
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CHAPTER 4.

ROAD-TO-AMBIENT: AIR POLLUTION SPATIAL
2

DISTRIBUTIONS

4.1.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decades a growing body of research has investigated worldwide the
extremely vast subject of urban air quality [e.g.: Fenger, 1999]. Monitoring any
potential effect of any urban air pollutant requires a high number of joint
measurements. Diffusive sampling technique has been proposed for multiple purposes
[e.g.: Ferm and Svanberg, 1998; Fagundez et al., 2001; Kimmel and Kaasik, 2003;
Cox, 2003] including traffic-related pollutant evaluation [e.g.: Lebret et al., 2000;
Janssen et al., 2001], and spatial distribution (mapping) of air pollutants [e.g.: Atkins
and Lee, 1995; Krochmal and Kalina, 1997]. However only a few of all these studies
has been conducted in urban environments, often limited to deployment of low
sampling-density measurement sites and to determination of only one to three species
(mostly NO2, SO2).
Urban air pollution is usually represented as time series of the pollutant
concentrations. In this respect, pollutant frequency distributions (FD) have been
intensely studied since 70ties [e.g.: Choch et al., 1975; Bencala and Seinfeld, 1976].

2

This chapter was published in the paper: Costabile et al., 2006 / Atmospheric Environment 40 (33), 6380-6395.

The text was rearranged to fit the format of this dissertation.
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Many types of probability distributions have been used to fit air pollutant
concentration data: lognormal [Mage and Ott, 1984; Kao and Friedlander, 1995],
Weibull [Georgopoulos and Seinfeld, 1982], pseudo-log-normal [Mage, 1984] and
Type V Pearson [Morel et al., 1999]. As time series, air pollutant concentration data
collected at each station are usually characterized by a strongly right-skewed unimodal FD [Georgopoulos and Seinfel, 1982]. Consequently, even if no one FD is
always the best data representation, the log-normal is clearly a useful one and is
selected most often [Bencala and Seinfeld, 1976; Georgopoulos and Seinfel, 1982;
Ott, 1990]. Nevertheless, systematic studies concerning FD of space series of air
pollutants [Lee, 2002; Orlinski, 2002], and particularly the Normal distribution
(NFD), are scarce in literature.
This chapter reports some of the results of a work carried out in Suzhou (2.07 million
people), one of the top-ten cities of China [Costabile et al., 2006a] with the objective
to preliminary assess major air pollutants in an urban environment in order to infer
source contributions and frequency distributions.

4.2.

METHODOLOGY

The sampling was carried out during August and October 2003. 900 samplers of SO2,
NOx , NO2 and 300 samplers of BTX were taken for this work by using Analyst®
diffusive samplers. They were located around 100 sampling locations systematically
selected over the study area with a protocol that mainly defines how representative
these sites are. Sites located near known sources reflect the impact of these sources on
the locations [Costabile et al., 2006b]. Statistical data processing was performed using
SigmaStat 3.0 and SigmaPlot 9.0 software packages. The data set, consisting of n
elements (n=1.200), was treated as a 3-dimensional statistical sample defined by Eq.5:

i ∈ [NO 2; NOx; SO 2, Benzene, Toluene, Xylene]

x = xijk ; 
j ∈ [0K99]

k ∈ [1...3]


(Eq.5)

where: i = air pollutant; j = site ID; k = campaign ID; x = concentration of the air
pollutant i at site j during the kth

campaign. Frequency distribution (FD) were

calculated for each i and k fixed varying j. R, the correlation coefficient (covariance
divided by the product of the sample standard deviations) was calculated for each
fixed

k

to measure the relationship between each couple of columns
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xi1, k = ( xi1, 0, k ... xi1,1, k ....xi1,99, k )T and xi 2, k = ( xi 2, 0, k ... xi 2,1, k ....xi 2,99, k )T of the
variable xijk (eq.1), for each i1 and i2 ∈ [NO 2; NOx; SO 2, Benzene, Toluene, Xylene]. To
secure a correct form of statistical evaluation, 15-days averaged data were tested for
frequency and normality of distribution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to
investigate the data Normality [Pardo-Iguzquiza and Dowd, 2004]. According to this
test: (1) K-S distance represents the maximum cumulative distance between the
histogram of measured data and the Gaussian distribution curve of data; (2) P value is
the probability that the population of data measured is Normally distributed, namely P
values for the significance level are used to determine whether there is a statistically
significant difference in the mean values of the measured data and normal
distribution. If the P computed by the test is greater than an acceptable level of
significance P , the data can be considered Normal. The value of P was set to 0.05
[Lu and Fang, 2002], where α=0.05 is the acceptable probability and 100·(1-α)=95%
the confidence interval, assuming no significant discrepancy at the 5% significance
level between the estimated and measured distributions of pollutants. The same
procedure was used to investigate the Lognormal distribution (LnFD). It is important
to note that this P value does not affect the value of K-S distance but explains if the
difference in the mean values of the groups is due to chance or due to random
sampling variation.
Air pollutant concentrations x=xijk (Eq.1) are presented for each pollutant i broken
down by exposure type of sampling locations in the form of box plot graphs (Figure
11). The results of the Kolmogorv-Smirnov normality test are shown in Table 2.
Three important points should be kept in mind when one reads the experimental data
discussion that follows below. First of all, all of the sampling sites were located in
proximity of significant emission sources of the urban area due to our aim to
investigate the source-receptor relationship. The closer is the sampling site to a local
emission source, the clearer is the influence of such source upon the related air
pollutant concentration field. Therefore, the data showed give information on whether
the location of these sources or the impact they make in their immediate environment.
Secondly, diffusive samplers can only integrate exposures to give a cumulative value
of all the hourly fluctuations in pollutant gas concentrations. Therefore, they are
suitable to describe the spatial distribution of air pollutants even though temporal
trend inside the integration time cannot be directly determined. Finally, the seasonal
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variability certainly showed up in the data is however limited because based on
campaigns over only three adjacent periods.

Figure 11.
Boxplot graph of NO2, NOx, SO2, and BTX concentration data (in µg/m3) measured
in Suzhou in 2003 broken down by type of sampling stations exposure in October (third campaign)
and August (average of first and second campaign). A= urban background; B=residential area;
Bind=industrial area; C= heavy traffic; DT= downtown area; D=non urban background [Reproduced
from Costabile et al., 2006a].

4.3.

FACTORS

RELEVANT

FOR

THE

VARIABILITY

OF

CONCENTRATIONS

Among the common factors to whom spatial concentration variations should be
attributed are, first of all, dispersion and diffusion conditions of pollutant
concentrations. The variable wind direction in October caused the concentrations to
be more spatially diffused than in summer (when wind direction was constant); on the
contrary, the higher wind speed in August should have caused each emission to be
more dispersed contributing to the local lowering of concentrations (particularly
evident for BTX). The enhanced diffusion is likely the reason why K-S distance of the
NFD Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Table 2) was lower for all the pollutants in October;
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the exception of SO2 was likely due to the combination of increased number of
emission sources (in-building use of coal) and decreased dispersion of each source (as

NORMAL FD
Pollutant

Campaign
ID

better discussed below).

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

K-S
P VALUE
DISTANCE

Ln-NORMAL FD
TEST
RESULT

K-S
P VALUE
DISTANCE

( P = 0,05)
0,160

< 0,001

Failed

TEST
RESULT

( P = 0,05)
0,125

<0,001

Failed

NO2

0,125
< 0,001
Failed
0,080
0,136
Passed
0,136
<0,001
Failed
0,074
> 0,200
Passed
0,099
0,023
Failed
0,038
>0,200
Passed
0,118
0,003
Failed
0,068
>0,200
Passed
NOx
0,078
0,175
Passed
0,078
0,168
Passed
0,081
0,151
Passed
0,046
>0,200
Passed
0,087
0,082
Passed
0,050
>0,200
Passed
SO2
0,118
0,003
Failed
0,055
>0,200
Passed
0,266
< 0,001
Failed
0,107
0,010
Failed
0,205
<
0,001
Failed
0,123
0,001
Failed
Benzene
0,159
< 0,001
Failed
0,102
0,018
Failed
0,328
< 0,001
Failed
0,172
<0,001
Failed
0,324
< 0,001
Failed
0,168
<0,001
Failed
Toluene
0,184
< 0,001
Failed
0,103
0,016
Failed
0,372
<0,001
Failed
0,120
0,002
Failed
0,173
< 0,001
Failed
0,096
0,028
Failed
Xylene
0,125
< 0,001
Failed
0,061
>0,200
Passed
Table 2. Results of the Kolmogorov-Smironov test for normality of data measured in Suzhou
in 2003

Different chemical processes due to different meteorology should also have relevantly
influenced FDs, particularly for NO2 and Xylene, being further causes of the
differences among their Summer and October FDs relative to both NFD and LnFD.
Additionally, in this respect, it may also be explained the FD dissimilarity of NO2
among the two summer campaigns, which had meteorological conditions slightly
different: slightly higher wind speed during the second one and different range of
ambient temperature that are very important in facilitating the quick transformation of
these compounds [Abdul-Wahab and Al-Alawi, 2002]. The Benzene temporal
variation rather different from Xylene and Toluene during the second summer
campaign, as well: it may likely be attributed to a Benzene enrichment due to the
increased solar radiation, wind speed and air mixing that enhanced Xylene and
Toluene reactivity. After being photo-destructed, Toluene and even more the isomers
of Xylene may have reacted with other atmospheric constituents; Xylene, particularly,
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may have exhibited intense photochemical activity due to its ability to give stable free
radicals by photolysis [Pilidis et al., 2005]. As a results they were less abundant in
relation to Benzene, the less reactive molecule due to its stable structure [Heywood,
1988]. Finally, the topography of sampling points (street canyons, enclosed yards,
open space, etc.) should be considered, since it should have also strongly influenced
the concentration fields.

4.4.

VARIATION OF AIR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS

Sulphur dioxide
As likely expected [Bencala and Seinfeld, 1976], the LnFD always fits the data (Table

2). However, the fit with the Normal distribution is acceptable for both the August
campaigns, as well. On the contrary, in October the FD is more peaked (Kurtosis
higher) and asymmetric (Skeweness > 0), tailed on the right with a greater number of
outliers, and the IQ increased 1.5 times. The change in “normality” behavior between
October and August may be explained considering that SO2 emissions vary by season
as the consumption of fossil fuel products changes with ambient weather conditions
[Smith et al., 2001b]. Seasonality is important since the conversion of sulfur dioxide
into sulfate aerosol vary by season due to changes in the chemical composition of the
atmosphere, level of solar radiation, and climate. These changes can lead to a much
higher sulfate burden in summer months, even though emissions are generally higher
in winter. China has a significant contribution to emissions from the direct use of coal
in buildings. These emissions together with the fraction of electricity used in buildings
can be assumed to be temperature-dependent. As a consequence, inconstant
seasonality results in variable annual-average sulfate burden in the atmosphere. The
concentrations were broken down by district and analysed with respect to nearby
industrial emission sources: no statistical evidence of higher concentrations in one or
more districts was found. On the contrary when the concentrations are broken down
by representativeness of emission sources (Figure 11) a clear tendency is evidenced.
Maximum values were obtained at industrial locations. The contribution of residential
areas, heavy-traffic streets and downtown locations depends on the micrositing
parameters of each sampling station, and it’s not clear which is the second emission
source in order of importance.
Nitrogen oxides (NO2 and NOx)
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Contrarily to August, in October both NO2 and NOx FDs may be assumed to be
Normal (even if LnFD is acceptable for NOx, its P value is lower than the NFD, Table
2). In fact, the FD asymmetry with small tails on the right showed in August
(characteristic of LnFDs) was not shown in October, when Skeweness and Kurtosis
were ~0. Additionally, the negative Skeweness of NO2 (the only case) didn’t allow for
the Lognormality. The enhanced October FD symmetry may be associated to a bigger
tail on the left represented by the lowest concentrations measured at either urban/nonurban background or residential locations. The increased spatial diffusion of
concentrations during the third campaign, due to the increased wind direction
variability above all, was likely the reason why FDs were Normal. The highest
concentrations were measured at high-traffic streets, followed by industrial and
downtown locations (Figure 11). These findings may probably explain the diversity of
causes generating seasonality of SO2 and Nitrogen oxides concentrations, and FDs as
well, as evidenced by the Normality tests (tab.3): the former showed a NFD in
Summer, the latter in October. The seasonal variability of Nitrogen oxides in
atmosphere is a general phenomenon [Atkins and Lee, 1995] and was also measured
in our study (though limited, as said): a clear seasonal cycle is particularly evident if
one considers concentration medians and ranges. The seasonality in emissions from
power stations should also be considered: their plumes may be emitted above the
boundary layer, generally higher in summer, causing them to reach the ground. Also
the increased fuel consumption in buildings with decreased temperature is likely to
partially contribute to the higher October concentrations. However, this small
seasonality in emissions cannot explain alone whether the lower summer
concentrations or the differences between NO2 and NOx FDs or the LnFD
unacceptability for NO2, as well . Thus, some other factors should have contributed.
Lower wind speed, rainfall, temperature and solar radiation in October were certainly
an important factor leading to the higher Nitrogen oxides concentrations; however,
seasonal variability in the chemical removal of NO2 should also be considered. This
aspect is complex because of the interaction between photochemistry and dry and wet
removal processes of oxidised nitrogen, and HNO3 formed in the atmosphere from the
reaction of NO2 with OH radicals, which are at higher concentration in the summer.
The reduced photochemical activity expected in October due to the lower OH radicals
concentrations was probably a further factor that contributed to the higher and more
diffused concentrations measured in this month, as well as to the decreased
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asymmetry and “peakedness” of their FDs fitting the NFD. The only four sites where
the concentrations of NO2 decreased in October are associated with high ozone
concentrations measured: the reaction of NO2 with O3 became much more important
at those sites. Likely such processes (less relevant for NOx) may also have influenced
the LnFD unacceptability for NO2 during all the campaigns, with the exception
(though the low P value) of the second one characterised by the highest wind speed,
namely the highest dilution of air pollutants.
Toluene
Toluene is a ubiquitous aromatic compound in urban air emitted from fuel

evaporation, combustion processes, architectural surface coatings, graphic arts,
industrial solvents and chemical feedstock [Monod et al., 2001]. Probably that’s the
reason why its FD is very peaked (Kurtosis 20÷30, much greater than inorganic
compounds), especially in August (tab.3) when the diffusion was lower. FDs of all the
sampling campaigns are highly asymmetric with a greater number of values smaller
than the mean (Skewness 4÷5) and are far from both NFD and LnFD found for
Nitrogen oxides and Sulphur dioxide, sampling conditions being equal. The non
Normality indicates the presence of one or more predominant factors that influenced
the spatial concentration distributions. They are likely correlated to the presence of
significant emission sources that produced at least the three frequency classes lying
out of NFD and LnFD. The highest class was measured around a fine chemical
industry. The second one is represented by heavy-traffic emissions. These two
frequency classes were found for all the sampling periods. The anomalous frequency
class (70÷86 µg/m3) found in October were likely due to the fact that wherever at the
north-east side of the urban area toluene concentrations were highly influenced from
the industrial emission source. However, due to the toluene atmospheric lifetime (1.9
days) [Monod et al., 2001] and to the continuous sampler exposure for 15 consecutive
days, a significant fraction of the air sampled didn’t contain freshly emitted pollutants.
These air samples have had the time to accommodate all possible kinds of chemical
reactions among BTX compounds [Pilidis et al., 2005] and manifest their potential
photochemical activity [Vardoulakis et al., 2002], especially considering that the
sampling points were not very far from the emission source. That should be carefully
considered in evaluating the real influence of this industrial emission source upon the
concentrations of whether Toluene or Benzene and Xylene (nevertheless significantly
lower).
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Benzene
Benzene showed data not much spatially distributed: the variation range of 90% of the

exposed samplers was up to 10 µg/m3 with a few, but important, much higher values
making the FD different from the NFD indeed (tab.3). These highest concentrations
were measured at high-traffic sites like in summer. The impact of industrial emissions
though relevant (Figure 11) was less important during this campaign: no peak value
was measured close to such sources. And this may likely have contributed, among the
other factors, to the lowering of the K-S distance in October compared to August
(Table 2): the FD is much less peaked (Kurtosis value is a fifth), more symmetric
around the mean (Skeweness value is a third) and distributed around higher values.
Meteorology strongly influenced its Normality behaviour indeed, so as for the other
pollutants. However, Benzene value relative to the hydrocarbons reactivity scale is 0
[Heywood, 1988]. Thus, its concentration ubiquitous in urban air so as for Toluene
[e.g. Monod et al., 2001] more depends on meteorological conditions, all other
factors (emission source strength, distance between source and receptor, topography)
being equal. Meteorology changes from August to October, particularly wind
direction, should have caused the concentrations to increase at high-traffic sites, and
decrease close to a crossroad as well. The highest concentrations largely measured
close to high-traffic emissions (Figure 11) clearly indicates that the main source of
Benzene in the urban area of Suzhou comes from motor vehicles, though industrial
sources were also relevant. A further evidence of that is likely provided by the high
values measured at downtown locations and assumed to be generated by the same
source.
Xylene
The highest values of all the campaigns were measured at sites close to traffic

emissions (Figure 11) mainly in the middle of the city; on the contrary, the lowest
values were measured out of the urban area and far from traffic roads. Thus, xylene
behaved in a way similar to benzene, its main emissions coming at Suzhou from
traffic sources (high values also measured at downtown locations, Figure 11). The
Normality behaviour of its FD is comparable to Benzene as well (Table 2), even if the
evident differences were likely due to a further factor being considered:
photochemistry. Far from local source influence, in urban and suburban areas, Xylene
was lower compared to benzene; moreover, its concentrations spread over a range
larger than Benzene indicating as they decay at different rates due to OH-oxidation in
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the atmosphere [Monod et al., 2001]. This may have influenced the acceptability of
the LnFD found in October only for Xylene and not for Benzene (or Toluene). The
comparison between Xylene R with Nitrogen oxides and BT (they are almost the
same only in October) may be whether a further evidence of the shared traffic sources
or an indication of causes generating such xylene LnFD. Considering its very short
atmospheric lifetime (less than 24 hours [Monod et al., 2001]), the high
concentrations measured at some sites only for xylenes should have been emitted
unavoidably by a local source (combustion processes or evaporation of fuel or others
[Sigsby et al., 1987]) not emitting Benzene and Toluene indeed. If compared to NOx
and NO2, this is a further indication of the higher variability (type and number) of
BTX sources in Suzhou that may have influenced their FDs deviating from the
Normality.

4.5.

NORMALITY OF FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

In principle, since extreme high concentrations are possible but negative values are
not, air pollutant FD is always non-Normal and tends to be log-normal, as explained
by the theory of successive random dilution [Ott, 1990]. However, the FD type of air
pollutant concentration is a special case in every area [Lu, 2002] being influenced by
several factors, such as emission levels, meteorological conditions, chemistry,
geography and local morphology. LnFD was not always suitable to fit FDs of our
study (Table 2): except SO2 and NOx, it was never fitting for BT and only once for the
most reactive compounds, namely NO2 and Xylene. In contrast, FDs of both NO2 and
NOx in October and SO2 in both the Summer campaigns were significantly fitted (95%
confidence interval) by the NFD. Different seasonality of different emission sources
and different chemical removal processes may likely be considered as primary reasons
of the dissimilar spatial diffusion (and thus FDs) of SOx and Nitrogen Oxides, all the
other factors being equal. The presence of relevant emission sources of Toluene (the
fine chemical industry above all) and Benzene, not sufficiently diffused by the weaker
wind speed in October and the constant wind direction in August, may likely explain
why BTX presented a most peculiar distribution around the mean rather different to a
NFD. Similar results for BTX were obtained by Pilidis et al. (2005) in Europe.
The findings relative to FD Normality may be important in understanding the spatial
characteristics of these pollutants. The long integration time (15 days) may be
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considered likely to explain it. Moreover, air pollutant concentrations are expressed in
this work as space series at different time periods rather than time series at different
locations; thus, the predominant factors influencing their FD may likely be associated
to the diffusion mechanisms in atmosphere, rather than mixing and diluting of source
emissions (relevant for LnFD [Ott, 1990]). Every process where the pollutant space
series show a NFD, in fact, should satisfy the diffusion equation and thus may likely
represent such a mechanism [Buccianti et al., 2003].

4.6.

REPRESENTATIVENESS OF MEASUREMENTS

Most epidemiological studies have used ambient air monitoring data as surrogate for
the exposure of the population of interest [e.g., Cyrys et al., 2004]. Exposure has been
often characterized with one city average concentration, by using the air pollution data
from a single monitoring site or the average of observations from a few monitoring
sites to represent the whole population of the study area [e.g., Chen et al., 2007]. A
common assumption is that certain pollutants are homogeneously distributed in space
within a large urban area. However, several recent studies have found that, in some
areas, there may be greater variation within a city than previously reported [Briggs,
2000; Zhu et al., 2002; Ito et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2005; Pinto et al., 2004; Wilson et
al., 2005; Costabile et al., 2006a]. The validity of ambient concentrations as an
accurate estimate of exposure has, therefore, raised concerns because exposure
misclassification could lead to substantial bias in exposure response relationships
[Hoek et al., 2002; Monn, 2001]. However, the issue of representativeness of air
quality measurements has been overlooked in the past, and the lack of a quantitative
method to describe this concept results often in inconsistent comparison for air quality
data among different sites [e.g., Costabile et al., 2006b]. Before considering a field
measurement, a broader scientific understanding of the behaviour of the spatial
variability of air pollutants in an urban atmosphere is probably required.
This paragraph focuses on a work [Costabile et al., 2006d; Allegrini and Costabile,
2008] carried out in the city of Lanzhou (about 3 million inhabitants, West China),
one of the most seriously polluted cities in the world due to its special geographical
location, weather conditions and large amount of emissions from coal-fired factories
[e.g., Xia et al., 2008; Qi et al., 2001; Xu, 2003; Ta et al., 2004]. The major objective
was to investigate intra-urban variations of the major gaseous pollutants in both space
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and time, and in relation to the representativeness of locations where to measure air
quality. With reference to the work previously described in Suzhou, the aim was here
to test the influence of seasonality through a yearly period, as well as the use of the
effective sample size to test the data normality instead of the total number of
observations [Costabile et al., 2006a]. Almost 800 samplers of SO2, NOx, NO2 and
BTX were taken by using Analysts diffusive samplers, along with four seasonal
campaigns on a yearly basis (2005-2006). The data set comprised between the
maximum and minimum values (thus not including the outliers) were tested for
statistical Normality of the FD in order to evaluate the statistical model describing it
(Table 3). The outliers values were calculated by the equation 6 [Buccianti et al.,
2003]:
Outlier =

 IF > 75th + 1,5 • IQ

 IF < 25th − 1,5 • IQ

[Eq.6]

where IQ indicates the interquartile range, that is:
IQ = 75th percentile- 25th percentile.
With only one exception, all the space-series passed the Normality test indicating that
the dataset matches the pattern expected if the data was drawn from a population with
a Normal distribution. The only exception of Benzene in Spring should be due to
those elements conditioning air pollutant diffusion, and thus FD and its Normality:,
such as meteorology, relevant emission sources, emission seasonality , and
photochemistry [Costabile et al. (2006]. This result is very important in understanding
the characteristic of the spatial trend of the main air pollutants in an urban area.
Known the Normality of the pollutants’ FDs, the concentrations measured at the fixed
stations can, therefore, be used to reconstruct the spatial variations in concentration
levels occurring for each pollutants along the study area (Figure 12).
For Normally distributed pollutants in space the choice of the site where to monitor
air quality for health-effects studies may be less critical [Monn, 2001]. Mean and
median values (quite same) can correctly be used to represent the concentration values
of these pollutants all over the city for air quality management purposes. Another
obvious benefit of understanding of the spatial variation of pollution concentration is
to use this knowledge for the assessment of the efficiency of the urban monitoring
network and for the modification of the network to improve the efficiency. The very
high correlation between concentration levels of pollutants measured at different
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locations and lying on a Normal FD let to identify areas of the city representative of
different concentration levels.

Figure 12.

Frequency distributions in space measured during the four seasonal campaigns in
Lanzhou
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Therefore, the knowing of the pollutants’ spatial distribution model can significantly
enhance the understanding of the representativeness of measurements, and
consequently the process of designing the locations for field measurements.

Table 3.Normality Test for the total data without outlier in Lanzhou
Pollutant
Benzene

Toluene

Xylenes

SO2

NOx

NO2

campaign ID
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV

K-S Distribution
0,122
0,099
0,152
0,086
0,071
0,132
0,089
0,118
0,084
0,124
0,085
0,088
0,115
0,078
0,079
0,114
0,100
0,136
0,075
0,095
0,117
0,071
0,088
0,083

Probability
> 0,200
> 0,200
= 0,046
> 0,200
> 0,200
= 0,120
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200
= 0,068
> 0,200
> 0,200
= 0,195
> 0,200
> 0,200
> 0,200

Test result
Passed
Passed
Failed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
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CHAPTER 5.

ROAD TO AMBIENT: LINKING AIR QUALITY TO TRAFFIC
3

EMISSIONS

5.1.

INTRODUCTION

In the design of cost effective abatement strategies it must be realized that the
relations between emissions and resulting concentrations are by no means simple. A
lot of research has been done to investigate this issue. Most of the emission factors
used by the emission inventories to quantify traffic contribution upon total emissions
originate from laboratory measurements carried out according to specific measure and
driving protocols [e.g. Hausberger et al., 2003]. On the opposite, pollutant
concentrations have been measured on the road to infer emission profiles and rates
[Querol et al., 2002; Shi et al., 1999]: besides temperature and humidity, these results
strongly depend on wind speed and direction, and, therefore, on the temporal variation
of dilution rate; they account for a mix of vehicles indeed. To remove the effect of
wind, measurement stations inside tunnels have been used. However, distribution
profiles of not all the pollutants measured in such a way can represent ambient air
conditions [Sturm et al.,2003]. In order to solve these issues and obtain also results
that can discriminate emitting vehicle type, whether chasing experiments on the road

3

This charter was entirely published in the paper: Costabile et al., 2008/ Environmental Modelling & Software,

23 (3), 258-267. The text was rearranged to fit the format of this dissertation.
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[e.g.: Kittelson et al., 2002; Vogt et al., 2003] or simulation of exhaust dilution in
ambient air [e.g.: Sasaki and Nakajima, 2002; Maricq et al., 2002] have been carried
out. However, a further improvement in the knowing of this relationship is needed.
Measurements are still the foundation of our understanding, but application of
mathematical and physical modeling is of increasing importance in urban air pollution
management [Fenger, 1999]. Such models can be further developed to form full
decision support systems [e.g., Dennis et al., 1996] to be integrated with
measurements [e.g.: Carras et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 1998].
This chapter reports some of the results of a big project on-going in Beijing (China)
aimed at analysing the relationship between urban traffic and air quality [Costabile et
al., 2008]. The objective was to assess a new framework which allows the
communication between transport emissions and air pollutant concentrations, as well
as address a need of continue research. It would also provide policy-makers with
valuable lessons learned regarding transportation programs which promote economic
development while reducing pollution impacts.
The methodology developed was based on the analysis of the source-receptor
relationship relative to traffic air pollution and can be broadly divided in four stages,
namely, requirement analysis, system design, system implementation, and system
testing. That is detailed in the paragraph 5.2. Five are the main operation strategies:
(1) set up of a transportation and dispersion model simulating the mobility of different
scenarios and calculating motor vehicle emissions and air quality; (2) measurement of
pollutant concentrations in ambient air; (3) measurement of traffic-generated
emissions; (4) monitoring of traffic sources; (5) management of public transport. The
final result is an integrated system, which would link traffic and air quality
measurements through different modeling modules in order to automate transportrelated air pollution assessment. The essentiality of each stand-alone component
relative to all the others, its clear functionalities and targets, as well as the integration
of measurement and modelling tools result in the key-feature of the system. That is
detailed in the paragraph 5.3.

5.2.

SYSTEM DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

The main system components are: (1) a Data Centre (DC) for the integrated
management of the system which incorporates a traffic-environmental modelling tool
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(TEM); (2) a network of air quality monitoring stations (AQMS); (3) a network of
private traffic monitoring stations (TMS); (4) a Public Transport Management
Subsystem (PTMS). The modelling tool, TEM, runs air quality calculations aimed at
identifying strategies and actions to manage private and public transport.
The measurement data are provided by the integration of TMS and AQMS. TMS is
composed of sensors for the measurement of traffic flow (both private and public) and
composition (type of vehicle, polluting labels, number of plate, etc.), as well as traffic
emissions (on the road remote sensors and analysers); thus, in case of traffic
restrictions TMS could identify grossly polluting vehicles [Costabile et al., 2008] and
record the plates of vehicles entering sensible areas. The AQMS core-module
measures the air pollutant concentrations to input the whole system; it is composed of
monitoring stations representative of traffic air pollution equipped with automatic and
manual apparatuses for the measurement of selected gaseous and particulate air
pollutants and meteorological parameters [Costabile et al., 2006b]. The spatial
representativeness of the AQMS, requested to guarantee the reliability of air quality
measurements, is mainly defined by the protocol used to select its measurement
locations (network design): the sites are located in relation to known traffic sources to
reflect their impact on the measurements [Costabile et al., 2006a]. Finally, the PTMS
seeks to optimize the public transport fleet management (optimization of operational
tasks, routes and vehicles allocation, bus load optimization) and improve the service
quality by sharing of information, over and above service planning and dispatching
procedures, real time fleet management of public transport service (via GPS
localization of buses) and real time information to the public. The four components
form the basic structure of the system, but there are a number of interface modules
within each components providing the link between the various air quality and
transportation tools; the number of interface modules may vary between the
components and a future development of the framework can easily accommodate
more of them.
The relationship between these components mainly defines the framework to link
transport and air quality. The measured data of both air quality and public/private
traffic flows input the TEM where the transportation model calculates the trafficgenerated emissions and the dispersion model calculates the concentrations
throughout the interested areas. Should the system determines pollution levels which
exceed the target values, sensible areas of the city can be banned to pollutant vehicles
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and transformed in low emission zones where to provide extra public transportation.
Therefore, the system would allow competent authorities to perform the following
action scheme (Figure 13): (1) to receive air quality data through the integration of
measurements (AQMS, TMS) and modelling (TEM) tools; (2) in case of high level of
pollution to ask the local authorities to authorize traffic restrictions for polluting
vehicles; (3) to manage the TMS to control that polluting private vehicles do not enter
the restricted areas; (4) to provide extra public transportation by the PTMS to
compensate for private traffic restrictions. By keeping track of date, time and other
relevant data generated every time such a scheme is activated, it would be possible to
create the basis for a scientific study on the relationship between air pollution and
traffic restrictions countermeasures.

Figure 13.

Action scheme of the Beijing ITS-TAP project [Reproduced from Costabile et al.,
2008a]

System testing was performed from 2003 to 2004 through a feasibility study for the
mega-city of Beijing whose main outcome was the planning of an Intelligent
Transport System based on the control of Traffic Air Pollution (ITS-TAP).

5.3.

RUNTIME INTEGRATION OF MODELLING AND MEASUREMENTS

In view of the complications and uncertainties remaining in the high-resolution urban
air quality modelling, most of the assessments of human exposure to date have used
measurements, not modelling. Software has been developed to integrate transportation
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and dispersion models [Lim et al., 2005]; some applications have been designed for
specific models [Namdeo et al., 2002] while others require considerable computing
resources on a client-server architecture [Schmidt and Schafer, 1998]. However, only
measurements cannot solve the air pollutant concentration field of an urban
environment. The system implementing the methodology presented in this paper seeks
to provide high time and space resolution measurements of both air pollutant
concentrations and traffic emissions, as well as real-time transportation and dispersion
modelling of those data. The traffic flows measured are continuously elaborated by
the transportation model to generate known linear emission sources; the emissions
calculated are diffused by the dispersion model to simulate the air pollutant
concentration field that is continuously compared with the real-time measurements
provided by the AQMS in order to train and validate the models with a backpropagation scheme. In such a way the system would be able to foreseen pollutant
concentrations and analyse the concentration field with good accuracy. Thus, the key
advantage of the system would be the runtime integration of measurements and
modelling. Moreover, since the dispersion modelling is known to be time-consuming
(particularly in the data preparation and analysis stages), our methodology would
significantly reduce the pre- and post-processing time (especially for the model
validation) by the integration with the measurements. Different traffic scenarios can
be quickly evaluated to screen out those that may be unfeasible; conversely, beneficial
scenarios can be identified and then fully tested using whether air pollution or
congestion targets, or rather a combination of them.
As described in the previous chapter, the approach to input models with air pollutant
concentration data measured by a single air quality station as a surrogate for the daily
level of air pollution of a city can be highly misleading. Each urban areas is
characterised by several air pollution exposure zones, and each pollutant by different
spatial distributions. Thus, at least one monitoring station representative of each of the
above mentioned zones must be included in the AQMS module [e.g.: Costabile et al.,
2006a,b; Costabile et al., 2008 ]. Furthermore, besides emissions and meteorology the
air pollutant concentration field of each exposure zone depends on its particular urban
topography and morphology, and relative atmospheric chemistry; thus, more
measurement points should be selected in each exposure zone. It is worth mention that
an accurate assessment can’t consider all the monitored pollutants at the same time,
but a different analysis should be performed for each pollutant. Our system seeks to
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address such micro-design criteria including more monitoring stations differently
equipped for the measurement of different pollutants to be representative of different
zones.
Road transport is distinguished from other sources of air pollution in that the
emissions are released in very close proximity to human receptors [Colvile et al,
2001]. This reduces the opportunity for the atmosphere to dilute the emissions which
would render them less likely to damage human health. Furthermore, in most city
centre atmospheres, the vehicle exhaust concentrations are significantly enhanced by
the fact that many roads have buildings alongside; the effect of such buildings is to
shelter the road reducing the wind speed at the source of emissions by as much as an
order of magnitude relative to that on an open road [e.g.: Costabile et al., 2006c]. The
contribution of emissions from traffic on that road to the kerbside pollutant
concentrations is increased by approximately the same factor. Thus, it seems
necessary to monitor on the road by the TMS the pollutant emissions to be compared
with the pollutant concentrations measured by the AQMS. Despite the very large
uncertainties in all evaluations of air quality impacts, the traffic source monitoring is
an essential item of such kind of systems since, as before said, the pollutant
concentrations from road traffic sources tend to exhibit much more spatial variability
than those from non-road networks. Therefore, one of the main outcome of the
integrated system here discussed is its suitability to give detailed information about
traffic emissions and sources to determine which combination of fuel type, engine
type and end-of-pipe emissions abatement technology is likely to be most effective at
reducing impacts on human health [Colvile et al, 2001].
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CHAPTER 6.

ROAD TO AMBIENT: ULTRAFINE PARTICLES AT URBAN
SCALE
6.1.

INTRODUCTION

The major objective of this part of the work was to collect and analyse a data-set of
UFP number concentration in a middle-size urban area of Italy (Parma) with the aim
to study valuable connections with local traffic sources [Costabile et al., 2007b].
A Water-Condensation Particle Counter (WCPC,TSI Mod. 3781, Figure 14 and
Figure 15) [e.g., Petäjä et al., 2006; Hering et al., 2005; Hering and Stolzenburg,
2005; Biswas et al., 2005] was used to measure the number concentration of particles
in air with diameter larger than 6 nm (and smaller than 3 µm), N6,

Figure 14.
Picture and counting efficiency of the Water-Condensation Particle Counter
(WCPC,TSI, Modello 3781) [Reproduced by: TSI, operating manual, 2006]

Figure 15.

Working principle of the Water-Condensation Particle Counter (WCPC,TSI, Modello
3781) [[Reproduced by: TSI, operating manual, 2006]
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Data were collected every 2 seconds, and then averaged to generate 1-minute values.
Measurements were taken during winter (January, February and March) and summer
(July, August, September) time of 2007 (both week-days and week-ends). Instruments
were located at two urban sites, 740 meters far each other in Parma downtown: via
Montebello, and Parco della Cittadella (Figure 16, Figure 17).

Figure 16.

Picture by Google Earth of the two measurement sites in Parma: Parco della
Cittadella (top) and via Montebello (bottom).

Figure 17.

Details by Google Earth of the two measurement sites in Parma: Parco della
Cittadella (left) and via Montebello (right).

Representativeness criteria with respect to emission sources drove the selection of
these two sites [Costabile et al., 2006a,b]. Parco della Cittadella was selected as
representative of urban background concentrations, the closest traffic emission source
being around 100 meters far. Conversely, the traffic site in Via Montebello would
reflect pollution concentrations strongly influenced by urban traffic emissions;
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measurements were taken less than 1 meter from the road (the road is south of the
measurement point, Figure 17). The sampling probe was made by a straight stainless
steel tube, with 7 mm internal diameter and lenght < 15 cm, in order the sampling
losses to be neglectable. A small cyclone was used at the traffic site (where the
concentrations were expected to be higher) to avoid particle larger than 1 µm to either
block or damage the system.

6.2.

FROM TRAFFIC SITE TO URBAN BACKGROUND

UFPs concentrations measured (Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21) were
found to be low, but comparable to similar works (e.g., Harrison et al., 1999): urban
background locations have usually average concentrations of 10.000 #/cm3, whereas
traffic locations exhibit 30.000-50.000 #/cm3. Since the particle number is generally
dominated by local emissions, it is particularly affected by primary particles generated
by vehicle exhausts. Therefore, as found in previous studies (e.g., Zhang et al., 2004),
UFP number concentrations measured at Via Montebello - close to traffic emissions showed tendencies significantly different from the concentrations measured just 700
meters far away in the park, representative of the urban background. Differences
related mainly to two factors. The traffic site showed UFP number with both much
higher concentrations, and much more rapid fluctuations (Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure
20, Figure 21). Much faster and more intensive dilution processes could result in a
more rapid reduction of UFP number, as well as a trigger for other physical processes
(such as nucleation) in connection to other parameters, such as solar radiation.
Concentrations are comparable only at night-time, from midnight to 4.00 a.m., when
both the traffic flow and the concentration fluctuations at Montebello station were
very low.
Contrary to the urban background site, concentrations at the traffic location showed a
daytime trend shaped by two peaks (Figure 23). They can be likely related to traffic
rush hours (7.00 a.m. and 18:00), and were also showed by other gaseous pollutants
[not shown here]. This finding clearly indicates traffic emissions to be the prevailing
source of UFP number [e.g. Shi et al., 1999].
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UFP number concentration during the winter campaign at an urban background
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UFP number concentration during the winter campaign at a traffic station in Parma
[Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2007b].
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UFP number concentration during the summer campaign at the background station
in Parma [Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2007b].

UFP number concentration during the summer campaign at a traffic station in Parma
[Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2007b].
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6.3.

COUPLING WITH METEOROLOGY AND GASEOUS POLLUTANTS

Variations due to meteorology can be more easily analysed at the urban background
site, where traffic flows influence can, however, also be recognised. UFP peaks
(either relative or absolute) measured in the Cittadella often corresponded to (noon)
solar radiation peaks (Figure 18, Figure 20). This suggests that the solar radiation
probably induced an increase in the number of particles (in the nucleation mode) due
to gas-to-particle conversion [e.g., Harrison et al., 1999]. The highest value of UFP
number concentration (not including spikes) at this site was measured on January 19
(Figure 22). This was a week-day (Friday) with high solar radiation, temperature and
wind speed, and low relative humidity.

Figure 22.
Concentrazione di particelle ultrafini misurata nel Parco della
Cittadella il 19 Gennaio 2007 e Variabili meteorologiche e concentrazione di
inquinanti gassosi misurata nel Parco della Cittadella dall’ARPA di Parma il 19
Gennaio 2007
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Figure 23.
Concentrazione del numero di particelle ultrafini (dati al minuto) e
concentrazione di inquinanti gassosi e variabili meteorologiche (dati orari) misurata il
20 Febbraio 2007 in via Montebello

Though less clear, these noon-time peaks can also be seen at the traffic site (Figure
19, Figure 21, Figure 23).
Beyond this effect, a correlation with wind speed was also found (Figure 22, Figure
23), suggesting that increased wind speeds can induce significant transport
phenomena of UFPs either emitted or formed by nearby traffic sources [Shi et al.,
1999]. This effect was less evident at the traffic site, probably due to the trafficinduced turbulence: local emitted particles effectively dominated measurements even
when the site was upwind to the near road. It is not clear if the afternoon peak
measured for both UFPs and gaseous pollutants on February, 20 in Montebello
(Figure 23) should be related either to the wind direction change, or (more likely) to
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the lower wind speed (wind calm, <1m/s) , the rush hours, and increased atmospheric
stability.
Interestingly enough, diurnal trends of both UFPs and primary gaseous pollutants
(particularly NO and CO) were found to be quite similar (Figure 22, Figure 23) [e.g.,
Kittelson et al., 2006a,b]. Different time resolutions of data collected (1min versus 1h)
are likely the major reason for the differences in the fluctuations, and the related time
shifts. These findings indicate UFP number as a valuable marker of fresh emissions,
significantly correlated with combustion-generated pollutants.
Finally, the comparison between the frequency distributions of UFPs measured at the
two sites (Figure 24) shows a double FD mode only at the urban background location.
This could likely suggest the existence of an (extremely low) urban background level
(the lowest mode, 1000#/cm3, which can be recognised at both the sites). The second
mode in the background location could be related to UFPs concentrations (extremely
diluted) transported from nearby sources and already aged because of meteorologyinduced transformations. The FD at the traffic site looks like a Ln-FD, suggesting
mixing and dilution of local traffic source emissions to be the prevailing process over
time [e.g., Ott et al. 1990, Costabile et al., 2006a]

Figure 24.
Distribuzione di frequenza misurata della concentrazione di
particelle ultrafini misurata nel Parco della Cittadella e in Via Montebello
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CHAPTER 7.

FROM TAILPIPE-TO-ROAD: VARIATIONS INTO STREET4

CANYONS

7.1.

INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, more and more attention is being focussed upon street
canyon levels of urban air pollution [e.g.: Vardoulakis et al., 2003]. There are usually
strong gradients of gaseous and particulate pollutants both in the vertical and
horizontal direction, and pollutants may accumulate in small side-cavities (such as
enclosed spaces, small streets or yard) where additional recirculation regions occur
[Boddy et al., 2005].
Several studies have investigated this topic. Qin and Kot (1993) found an average
vertical difference of approximately a factor of two for both CO and NOx between
street level and the 25 m level. Vakeva et al. (1999) observed the dilution factor to be
on average 5 between street and rooftop (22 m) levels for CO and Nitrogen Oxides;
the formation of secondary pollutants was found to significantly change the gradient
of NO, NO2 and O3 from that due to the dilution only. Ziv et al. (2002) stated the
differences found for the pollutant concentrations at two levels could be attributed

4

This charter was entirely published in the paper: Costabile et al., 2007/ Atmospheric Environment, Vol 41 (31)

pp 6637- 6647. The text was rearranged to fit the format of this dissertation.
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probably to the fact that in case of NOx the contribution of sources located outside the
street is more significant, and that the differences are also due likely to the “sinkeffect” of the enclosed yard relative to NO and ozone.
However, there is very little information available for both street level concentrations
and vertical gradients. Moreover, direct field measurements of the wind flow in street
canyons are rare [Kukkonnen et al., 2001]. Whilst there is some evidence of vertical
dilution, further studies are required at heights up to and including the rooftop, in
order to fully understand the degree of mixing along vertical gradients within street
canyons [Vakeva et al., 1999]. Additionally, experimental determinations of pollutant
behaviour within urban street canyons have been, relative to measurements at urban
free spaces and rooftops, scarcely reported in the literature [Kourtidis et al., 2002].
The coupling between different pollutants is also a very complicated issue [e.g. Meng
et al., 1997]. Despite the range of idealised numerical studies, few full-scale
experiments have been conducted which provide data from simultaneous
measurements of in-canyon wind flow and pollutant concentrations, relative to a
suitable background wind measurement [Boddy et al., 2005].
In order to investigate these issues, a field study was undertaken in an open urban
street canyon, in the Chinese city of Suzhou. Measurements of pollutants
concentrations (NOx, NO, NO2, SO2, CO, BTX, O3, PM10), traffic flows,
meteorological parameters and wind flow field were taken at a 25 m-high rooftop and
into an open yard at street level. Due to the very short distances between sources and
receptors, only very fast chemical reactions have a significant influence on the
measured concentrations within street canyons [e.g.: Berkowicz et al., 1997].
Therefore, most traffic-related pollutants (e.g. CO and hydrocarbons) can be
considered as practically inert species within these distances [e.g. Vardoulakis et al.,
2003]. This is not the case either for NO2 or for NO: the time scales of their chemical
reactions are of the order of tens of seconds, thus comparable with residence times of
the pollutants in a street canyon [e.g.: Palmgren et al., 1996]. For this reason this work
focused on Ozone and Nitrogen Oxides compounds, with the primary objective of
exploring their vertical distributions in urban conditions associated with canyons and
enclosed spaces.
The measurement area was located in an open street-canyon with a W/H ratio of
1.8~2, in the middle of the city, along a 40-meter wide road with average traffic flow
of 1.800 veh/hour [Costabile et al., 2006a]. Measurements were taken at two points
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(Figure 25): in a street-level yard (site B) and on the rooftop of a 22 meters high
building (site A), sampling inlets 3 meters higher.

Figure 25.
Schematic of 3D view of the street-canyon. The two measurement sites are indicated:
on the roof (site A) and in the yard (site B) [Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2007a].

The concentrations in ambient air of O3, NOx, NO2, NO, BTX (Benzene, Toluene and
Xylene), the wind field and others meteorological factors (ambient air temperature,
relative humidity and total solar radiation) were continuously measured for one week
from June the 29th to July the 5th, 2005 (Table 4).

Table 4. Measurement protocol of the one-week field in Suzhou: measured items,
measurement methods, sampling frequency, measurement site, and response time and
detection limits of the instrument.
Measured item
Measurement method
Sampling
Measurement
Response
Detection
Frequency
site
time
limit
NOx,NO2,NO
Ozone

BTX

Horizontal Wind
speed and direction
Horizontal (WS)
and vertical (WS-z)
Wind speed and
direction
Relative Humidity
(RH) and Total
solar radiation
(TSR)

Chemiluminescence
NOx analyser
(API 200 A)
UV absorption
ozone analyzer
(API 400 A)
Gas Chromaograph
POPC analyser
(SYNSPEC GC955)
Optoelectronic and
Potentiometer sensor
(LASTEM C500D-S)
Sonic anemometer
(OPSIS Gill WS/520)

1/3 DIN Pt 100
(LASTEM C502TH)

5 minutes

Yard & Roof

<60 s

0.4 ppb

5 minutes

Yard & Roof

<20 s

0.6 ppb

30 minutes

Roof

30 min

<10 ppt

5 minutes

Yard

<3 s

<0.25 m/s,
<0.4°

5 minutes

Roof

39
impulses/sec

0.01 m/s,
0.1°

5 minutes

Yard & Roof

10 s

0.1°, 2%
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The monitors were calibrated on site at the beginning of the measurement campaign
and inter-calibrated against each other to ensure comparability of results.

7.2.

SPATIAL DIFFUSION OF POLLUTANTS

The results of the one week field (Figure 26 and Figure 27 ) give evidence for relevant
vertical variations of the measurements from roof to yard.

Figure 26.
Measured meteorological variables during the 7-days field vs. time: (TOP) wind
speed (WS) measured on the roof (black line) and in the yard (grey line); (BOTTOM) vertical wind
speed, WS-z (black line, left axis) and relative humidity, RH (grey line, right axis) measured on the
roof. References (dotted lines) are indicated: (TOP) WS=1.5 m/s; (BOTTOM) WS-z=-1 m/s and
RH=80%. [Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2007a]

Ozone measurements show significant smaller amounts of this pollutant at street level
(in the yard), even if there is a high (positive) correlation with the roof values
(Rozoneyard-ozoneroof=0.728) likely indicating common sources. Similar results were
obtained e.g. from Vakeva et al. (1999), which found at street level on average 8 times
smaller amounts of ozone than at rooftop (25 meters), and from Baker et al. (2004)
reporting on the windward side of the canyon a ground ozone concentration 5 times
lower than at 25 meters.
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Figure 27.
Pollutant concentrations measured during 7-days field vs. time: (from top to down)
(1) ozone measured on the roof (black line, left axis) and in the yard (grey line, right axis); (2) NOx
measured on the roof (black line) and in the yard (grey line); (3) NO measured on the roof (black line)
and in the yard (grey line); (4) NO2 measured on the roof (black line) and in the yard (grey line); (5)
Benzene (dotted line), Toluene (grey line) and Xylene (black line) measured on the roof [Reproduced
from Costabile et al., 2007a].

The variable ∆i was defined as:

∆ i = ∆ i (t ) = X i

yard

(t ) − X i

roof

(t ); {i ∈ [NO; NO2 ; O3 ]}

(1)
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where Xiyard and Xiroof are the concentrations of the air pollutant i measured in the yard
and on the roof, respectively. ∆i would reflect (for each pollutant) the (spatial)
differences between the two measured (time) concentrations. The analysis of the
Frequency Distribution (FD) of ∆i may be used to understand how this variable
distributes in regard to the major factors influencing it [e.g. Buccianti et al., 2003].
Particularly, it could give insights into the pollutant diffusion mechanisms in
atmosphere [Costabile et al., 2006b]. The FDs of ∆NO (Figure 28a) and ∆NO2 (Figure
28b) measured along the one week field were found to be significantly fitted by the
Gaussian curve (the coefficients of regression , R2, between the measured FD of ∆i
and the Gaussian distribution are 0.99 and 0.94, respectively). These findings suggest
that the ∆NO and ∆NO2 defined by Eq. (1) were determined by many small and
unrelated random factors [e.g. Buccianti et al., 2003].

(a)
(b)
Figure 28.
The measured frequency distributions, FD (histogram filled with diagonal pattern)
and the fitting curves (black solid line) of (a) ∆NO and (b) ∆NO2. On the top are indicated: (1) the better
type of distribution fitting the measured FD, (2) the coefficient of regression R2 between the
measured FD and its analytical fitting, and (3) the equation of the fitting [Reproduced from Costabile
et al., 2007a]

The slightly worse fit found for ∆NO2 (lower R2), related to the tail on the right of its
FD, indicates the statistical prevalence of ∆NO2>0, and then the existence of some
small “systematic” factors (not measured for NO) generating it. Several and more
relevant should have been, on the contrary, the “systematic” factors deviating the FD
of ∆O3 (Eq.1) from Normality: the FD was bimodal and not Gaussian, indeed (Figure
29). To identify these factors, the time scales responsible for ozone transformations
were analysed and the FD of ∆O3 was split in a daytime- and a nighttime- FDs. Both
of them were found to conform very well to the Weibull distribution. In effect, the
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Weibull FD has been shown to fit to oxidant data of air quality [Seinfeld and Pandis,
1998], especially for ozone [Cox and Chu, 1993]. These findings provide a twofold
evidence. On one hand, as known [e.g. Sillman, 1999; Emmerson et al., 2005; Trainer,
2000] different processes governed the daytime and night-time ozone concentrations.
On the other hand, different factors primarily influenced the ∆O3 , ∆ΝΟ, and ∆NO2
defined in Eq. (1) (and thus their vertical diffusion [Costabile et al., 2006-b]) in
atmosphere.

Figure 29.
The measured frequency distributions, FD (histogram filled with diagonal pattern)
and the fitting curves (black solid line) of ∆O3 : (i) during the 7-days field (TOP), (ii) only from 7.00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (LEFT, BOTTOM), (iii) only from 7:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m. (RIGHT, BOTTOM), (iv)
during the remaining time. On the top of two charts are also indicated: (1) the better type of
distribution fitting the measured FD, (2) the coefficient of regression R2 between the measured FD
and its analytical fitting [Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2007a].

In particular, these factors were even significantly different for ozone and NO2, both
secondary pollutants. Emission levels, chemistry, meteorological conditions,
geography and local morphology are though to be the main factors affecting these
FDs [e.g. Lu, 2002]. In this experiment the last three factors were equal at both yard
and roof. Therefore, different chemical processes and emission levels can be assumed
to be the predominant “systematic” factors causing the measured vertical differences
of NO, NO2 and O3. The accurate evaluation of these factors involving fluid-dynamic
effects, heterogeneous removal on surfaces and in the aerosol phases, and ozone
chemical production and loss relative to its precursors [e.g., Trainer et al., 2000] is
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beyond our current capabilities; however, their analysis could provide further insights
and is presented in the followings.

7.3.

FLUID-DYNAMIC EFFECTS

The yard-roof pollutant ratios were found to increase together with the background
wind speed (measured on the roof, Table 5).
Table 5. Coefficients of correlation calculated between the wind speed (WS), and the ratios of
ozone and NOx measured on the roof and in the yard during the one-week field in
Suzhou.
O3roof / O3Yard
NOxyard/NOxroof
WSyard
roof
0,491
0,373
0,814
WS
roof
Yard
0,453
0,472
O3 / O3
0,284
NOxyard/NOxroof

Their relationship is shown in Figure 30 where the raw data of O3roof/O3yard,
NOxyard/NOxroof, and background wind speed were smoothed by a (locally weighted)
regression. It can be seen that the higher the wind speed, the higher the pollutants’
ratios (and vice versa). In effect, in this work, the roof is representative of an open
space where winds and pollutants measured are urban-background related.
Conversely, the yard is representative of an enclosed space at street-level where
locally-emitted pollutants, micro-meteorological effects, and local wind flow take
place [e.g. Hunter et al., 1992]. This caused the wind to be always higher on the roof
than in the yard (where wind was most of the time lower than 1.5 m/s, Figure 26);
therefore, under the same background winds, a better diffusion situation of locally
emitted pollutants and thus decreased concentrations along with height can be
assumed [e.g. Qin and Kot, 1993] .
This could explain the increase of NOxyard/NOxroof

for increasing wind speed.

Contrary to ozone, NOx ratios were always greater than 1 (Figure 30) highlighting as
NOx was influenced more by local emissions than by emissions transported from
surrounding areas, the former being less wind-dependant than the latter. This probably
explain also the reason why NOx ratios correlate less to wind speed than O3 ratios do
(Table 5). The increase of O3roof/O3yard for increasing wind (Figure 30) can be likely
explained by a twofold mechanism, indeed. In the yard the higher the wind speed, the
larger the entrapment of air masses due to the formation of stable vortices [e.g.
Kukkonnen et al., 2001]: this likely enhanced there the consumption of ozone by the
locally-emitted NO. On the roof the higher the wind speed, the greater the advection
of ozone-rich air from the surrounding areas [e.g. Vardoulakis et al., 2003]. Finally,
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the wind-dependant influence of the big Cedars (low-emitter trees [e.g.Taha, 1996])
into the enclosed yard (Figure 25) should also be considered.

Figure 30.
The measured relationship between the O3roof/O3yard (x-axis, ppb/ppb),
yard
roof
NOx /NOx
(y-axis, ppb/ppb) and roof wind speed (z-axis, m/s, colours). Triplets of raw data
(circles) are smoothed by a tricube weigh function to weight the data, and a polynomial regression of
degree 3 is used as smoother. Each point along the smooth curve is obtained from a regression of data
points close to the curve point with the closest points more heavily weighted. All data points were
used for each regression. Outliers were rejected to reduce their effects on the smoothed values
[Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2007a]

These trees had the potential to further decrease ozone concentration in the yard in
relation to the roof by means of (i) reduction of vertical mixing [Theurer, 1999] (and
thus increased titration of ozone by NO), (ii) increased pollutants deposition and
changed micro-meteorology [Nowak et al., 2000], and (iii) increased pollutants
scavenging [Taha, 1996]. Therefore, it can be likely assumed that wind variations
produced processes of ozone production and/or consumption complex and different
on the roof and in the yard, as better discussed in the following paragraph.
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7.4.

OZONE CHEMICAL PROCESSES RELATIVE TO ITS PRECURSORS

The relation between ozone and one of its two main precursors, NOx, is usually
roughly simplified to only two reactions [e.g.Palmgren et al., 1996]:
NO+O3NO2 + O2

[R1]

NO2+hνNO + O

[R2]

Typically, NO and NO2 adjust to establish a near-steady state between reactions (R1)
and (R2). However, there are several situations in which these reactions may results in
different regimes [e.g. Sillman, 1999]. To analyse this point the NO2/NOx ratios and
the NO were plotted against each other (Figure 31) [e.g. Soltic, Weilenman, 2003].
The same Eq. (2) gives the linear regression of the entire field data at both the
measurement sites:

NO 2
= 1 − 0,03 ⋅ NO .
NOx

Figure 31.

(2)

(a)
(b)
NOx partitioning versus the NO concentrations (a) on the roof and (b) in the yard
[Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2007a].

However, the coefficients of correlation (R) are higher in the yard (Rroof=-0,729,
Ryard=-0,814). This finding suggests a common measure of transformation NONO2,
but likely more depending on NO in the yard than on the roof. That is, in the yard the
higher amount of fresh emissions (richer in NO) locally generated and entrapped
likely induced a greater NONO2 transformation, and thus a greater NO
consumption. This could explain the small ∆NO (Eq.1) found (Figure 27, Figure 28)
although the NOyard was measured closer to the emission source. Consequently, ozone
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was more effectively destroyed in the yard [e.g. Molina and Molina, 2002] where its
concentrations were kept up to 15 ppb for almost daytime (Figure 27). Accordingly,
the NO2/O3 ratios were found to be generally higher in the yard (Figure 32a). At night
as there were no photolysis and low emissions, and thus no reforming of NO, once the
NO emitted had been used up, the ozone concentration was mainly due to the mixing
down of ozone-rich air from aloft and ∆O3 (Eq.1) were lower (Figure 27, Figure 29).
Beyond the larger ozone consumption in the yard by the locally-emitted (and
entrapped) NO, the ∆pollutants (Eq.1) were probably also influenced by a different
daytime ozone production relative to NOx. A production larger on the roof than in the
yard is suggested by both (i) the steady rise in the roof ozone levels (partly caused by
the already discussed ozone advection) observed at daytime for decreasing NO2
concentrations (fig.3) and (ii) the greater negative correlation between NO2 and O3
(RroofNO2-O3=-0.40, RyardNO2-O3=-0.11). Moreover, though no measurements are available
in this study for either the radical concentrations due to the BTX or the yard BTX, the
inverse correlation measured during all the campaign with ozone (stronger for toluene
at roof, Rrooftoluene-ozone=-0.45, Rtolueneroof-ozoneyard=-0.34) and greater to that among ozone
and NO2 (RroofNO2-Ozone=-0.40, RyardNO2-ozone=-0.11) should likely suggest an influence
of the BTX in the photochemical ozone production.
(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 32.
NO2 to ozone ratios (ppb/ppb) measured in the yard (x axis) and on the roof (y axis)
during: (a) the one-week field, (b) the night 0 and (c) the night 1 [Reproduced from Costabile et al.,
2007a].
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Interestingly enough, during the nights 0 and 1 (when the highest BTX were
measured, Figure 27) the ozone, NO, Toluene and Xylene concentrations showed very
similar behaviours (Figure 33). There is a positive correlation among them, contrary
to the rest of the campaign (Table 6).

Night 0
Night 1

ozone

Table 6. Comparison between the correlation coefficients calculated during the one-week field
and only during the nigh 0 and the night 1 for NO, BTX (Benzene, Toluene, Xylenes) and
ozone measured on the roof
NO
BTX
1-week field
-0.46
-0.35
0.49
0.62

0.42
0.62

Probably, at early morning for increasing emissions and solar radiation, as far as BTX
increased also NOx raised; the reaction (R1) enhancing the nocturnal removal of
ozone [e.g. Sillman, 1999] was small compared to the rate of ozone production; thus,
NO, Toluene, Xylene and ozone built-up all together. However, the positive
correlation and the ∆O3 (Eq.1) >0 only during these nights suggest a further
observation. On one hand, the values of NO2/O3 measured on the roof during these
two nights (the highest of the field) were much higher than in the yard (Figure 32b,c)
though ∆NO2 (Eq.1) was >0 (Figure 27). Additionally, NO2roof during these two nights
was higher than during the other nights of the field (Figure 27).Therefore, an ozone
destruction and a NO2 increase (or not decrease) only on the roof can likely be
assumed. On the other hand, the inverse correlation between ozone and relative
humidity, RH (night 0: RroofRH-ozone=-0.95 and RyardRH-ozone=-0.27; night 1:RroofRH-ozone=
-0.94 and RyardRH-ozone=-0.09) was much higher on the roof.

(a)
(b)
Figure 33.
The behaviours of ozone (solid grey line), NO (long dash black line), Toluene (solid
black line) and Xylenes (dotted black line) vs.time measured on the roof during (a) the night 0 and (b)
the night 1 [Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2007a].
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Therefore, a destruction of ozone in relation to the high RH only on the roof can likely
be assumed. In the absence of additional data, it can be only suggested a connection
between these findings and the high toluene and xylene concentrations measured on
the roof, likely transported from surrounding sources and poorly vertically mixed
(vertical wind speed<1m/s and low wind [Vardoulakis et al., 2003], Figure 26). The
group of reactions OH+aromatic could have been sourced on the roof by the OH
radical in connection with the reaction (R3) [Lloyd et al., 1976]:
O3+H2OOH+O2

[R3]

favouring the destruction of ozone, as well as the production of NO2 by sourcing HO2
and RO2 in the reactions (R4) and (R5) [Sillman, 1999; Emmerson et al., 2005]:
[O 2]

HO2 +NO → OH+NO2

[R4]

[O 2]

RO2 +NO → R’CHO+HO2+NO2

[R5].

While only tentative, this observation would indicate a further possible cause for the
large ∆O3 (Eq. 1) found: Toluene and Xylene (whose high concentrations measured in
Suzhou by Costabile et al. (2006b) were mainly apportioned to industrial emissions)
likely influenced significantly the production of ozone on the roof at daytime, e.g.
when followed by reaction (R2) where the O atom immediately combines with O2 to
reform O3 .[e.g. Trainer et al., 2000])
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CHAPTER 8.

FROM TAILPIPE TO ROAD: ULTRAFINE PARTICLES AT
KERBSIDE

8.1.

5

INTRODUCTION

Internal combustion engines are known to be a major emission source of ultrafine
particles [e.g., Weijers et al., 2004; Charron and Harrison, 2003; Alam et al., 2003;
Kittelson et al., 2004; Morawska et al., 2003]. However, in spite of extensive
laboratory studies on engine emissions, there are few investigations of how particle
mobile emissions evolve and affect air quality establishing a link between sources and
receptors [e.g., Abdul-Khalek et al., 1999; Scheer et al., 2005; Giechaskiel et al.,
2005]. Moreover, there is little information on traffic-related particles smaller than 10
nm that have been regarded as evidence of particles either truly emitted [Giechaskiel
et al., 2005] or newly formed in the atmosphere [Charron and Harrison, 2003; Shi et
al., 2001; Alam et al., 2003]. Therefore, it is important to understand how particles
transport and transform near roadways [Zhang, Wexler, 2004].

5

This chapter was entirely submitted for publication as a manuscript: Costabile, F., Allegrini, I. Increase of

particle number concentration at sunset time close to traffic emissions. Submitted to Science of the Total
Environment (November 2007, Ms. Ref. No.: STOTEN-D-07-01887).
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It has been shown that not only is total particle concentration important but also the
particle size distribution [Holmes, 2007]. Recent field data have shown that the size
distribution of emitted particles evolves substantially within a few hundred meters of
emission [e.g., Shi et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2002]. After release into the atmosphere,
ultrafine particles are subjected to complex dilution and transformation processes.
Neither current models nor those that will be available in the near future are tough to
be able to cover all the spatial and temporal scales that are involved from the emission
(centimetres, milliseconds) to the urban/regional scale (kilometres, hours) [Ketzel and
Berkowicz, 2004]. Therefore, because the evolution of particle size and mixing state
starts at the point of emission and proceeds rapidly, it is important to examine the
evolution near the source [Jacobson, J.H. Seinfeld, 2004], and particularly for the
relationships between the various particle sizes [Seinfield and Pandis, 2006;
Westerdahl et al., 2005], and the mechanisms by which new particles nucleate and
grow in the atmosphere [Kulmala, 2003].
Although previous studies have examined the relationship between fresh particle
nucleation and pre-existing particle surface area (S), no clear correlation has been
found [e.g., Clarke et al, 1992; Lowenthal et al.; 2002]. On one hand, coagulation of
nanoparticles (<7nm) with the pre-existing S is though to be the major loss process
[Shi et al., 2001]. On the other hand, S may be considered as a condensation sink
since in case of high pre-existing S nucleation to form new particles is frequently less
favourable than condensation of low volatility vapours onto existing particles (the
competitive process) [Alam et al.,2003]. The contrasting opinions about coagulation
and condensation indicates that these mechanisms are still the centre of much debate
[Holmes, 2007; Jacobson and Seinfeld, 2004].
In this study, measurements were taken 30 km North of Rome (Italy) near three major
traffic emission sources (a highway, a provincial road and a small road), and showed
the total particle number concentration (N) to significantly increase at sunset time.
The purpose of this work was to provide insights to this nightfall increase by
concentrating on one of the five investigated days when the maximum reached 4 times
the background level.
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8.2.

METHODOLOGY

Measurements were taken, from December 17 to December 21, 2006, 30 km northeast of the urban area of Rome, Italy (Figure 34), in a rural area, in proximity to three
major roads: a highway (< 2km far), a provincial road (<500 m) and a small road
(<1m). The measuring devices were installed inside an electric van equipped with an
online data acquisition system (Table 7). A video camera mounted in the driver cab of
the van was used to reconstruct the traffic flow on the nearest road. A weather station
installed about 20 meters North-East of the measurement point provided the
meteorological data (tab.1). The remaining equipment was located in the main van
cab, branching off the sampling air from the same window with no additional probes.
A Water-Condensation Particle Counter (WCPC) [e.g., Petäjä et al., 2006; Hering et
al., 2005; Hering and Stolzenburg, 2005; Biswas et al., 2005] and a diffusion-screenequipped WCPC [Stohl et al., 2007; Feldpausch, et al. , 2006] counted contemporarily
N6 and N26, number concentration of particles in air with diameter larger than 6 nm
and 26 nm, respectively.
Table 7. Measurement protocol: measured items, Instrument types, measurement frequency,
Sample flows, and Resolution. Because of the different time resolution of the WCPCs and
OPC; in case of measurements comparison the WCPC-data were averaged over 6s
Accuracy
Measured item
Instrument type
Time res.. Sample flow
Particle number concentration Twin Condensation Particle 2 sec Aerosol flow ± 10% at105
rate: 0.12 ±
particles/cm3
Min.particle size: 6nm
Counters (WCPC3781,TSI).
Intermediate size cut: 26 nm Condensing fluid: distilled
0.012 L/min
(maximum
Max.particle size: >3µm
Water
Inlet flow rate:
detectable
0.6 ± 0.12
Particle size selector
concentration
(PSS376060, TSI): fineL/min
5×105
mesh screen to remove
particles/cm3)
particles smaller than 26 nm
by diffusional capture
Particle number/surface
Aerosol Spectrometer
6 sec Aerosol flow +- 5% µg/m3
concentration in 15 channels: (Optical particle counter
rate: 0.2 L/min
0.30 - 0.40 - 0.50 - 0.65 - 0.80 OPC 1.108, GRIMM) by
Clean additional
- 1.0 - 1.6 - 2.0 - 3.0 - 4.0 -5.0 Laser light scattering
sheat air: 0.4
7.5 - 10 - 15 - 20 µm
L/min
Temperature and humidity Hygroscopic polymer sensor 1 min
± 0.3°C / ± 2%
+ Platinum 1/3 Class DIN

Wind speed and direction

Wind sensor

1 min

-

Traffic flows

Digital video camera

continuou
s

-
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The difference between N26 and N6 was a rough measure of the nucleation mode
particles (N6-26) [Giechaskiel et al., 2005]. The size distribution of particle number and
surface area in the size range 0.3–20 µm (N0.3-20 and S0.3-20, respectively) were
measured in 15 size classes by an Optical Particle Counter (OPC) [e.g., Alastuey et
al., 2004]. As the OPC measures N of particles bigger than 300nm and the diffusionscreen-equipped WCPC measures N26, the difference was a measure of N26-300,
covering both some ultrafine and most of the accumulation mode particles. In
analysing the results, it should be considered that the total S was underestimated since
it was not measured for aerosol with diameters below 300 nm and their contribution
may be quite relevant [e.g., Seinfield and Pandis, 2006]. As well, that the cut size of
the WCPC is sensitive to the chemical composition of particles, especially their watersolubility, and this can matter at least for nanoparticles.
Measurements were processed by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for data
reduction and interpretation [e.g., Rencher, 1998; Henry and Hidy, 1979].

Figure 34.
Image of the measurement location (30 km north-east of Rome, Italy) created by
Google Earth. The highway at the left side, and the provincial road in the center can be recognised.

The data-set was standardized by the (Eq.1) [e.g., Henry and Hidy, 1979]:
xˆij =

( x ij − µ j )

(1)

σj

where µj and σj are mean and standard deviation values of the jth variable,
respectively. Then, data was transformed (using the correlation matrix [e.g.,Poissant
et al., 1996]) into a new set of orthogonal variables (principal components, PCs) by
using the orthogonal transformation method with Varimax rotation and retention of
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PCs whose eigenvalue is greater than 0.65÷1 [e.g., Almeida et al., 2005; Eder, 1989;
Thurston and Spengler, 1985]. The PCs were, then, arranged in decreasing order of
importance with scores estimated by the (Eq. 2) [e.g., Verbeke et al., 1984]:
m

PCij = ∑ wik x kj

(2)

k =1

where PCij is the PC score for the jth object on the ith component, wik is the loading of
the kth variable on the ith component, and xkj is the standardized value of the kth
variable for the jth observation.

8.3.

DAILY TRENDS AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE ”EVENT”

Particle number concentration measured during five consecutive days showed similar
daily tendencies (Figure 35), with lower and more constant nocturnal values, and
three morning peaks [Costabile et al., 2007b]. The biggest increases of N with respect
to the "background" level occurred at sunset time, after 16:00 (by roughly a factor 2).
On only one of the five investigated days (20.12.2006), the maximum increase
reached (between 16:00 and 17:00) 4 times the “background” level (Figure 35).
During that day the meteorology was something different (Figure 36): higher solar
radiation, higher temperature variation, no clouds, lower relative humidity, relatively
constant wind speed and wind direction. The purpose of this work is to analyse the
principal causes of this sunset “event” characterised by: (i) measurement site
downwind the small closest road, and upwind the highway and the provincial road
(fig.1, Figure 36); (ii) lower photochemical formation as there was little light at that
time (even if photo-chemically formed particles might have formed a couple of hours
before, reaching then sizes >6 nm slightly after 16:00, Figure 36).
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Figure 35.
Daily particle number concentration (N6) measured on December 17,18,19, 20,21
2006 and reported on the same time axis. The maximum peak from 16:00 to 17:00 was measured on
December 20 [Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2008b].

Despite the known connections of N with temperature (T) [e.g., Meja et al., 2007;
Virtanen et al., 2006; Voigtalnder et al., 2006; Giechaskiel et al., 2005], atmospheric
stability [e.g., Imhof et al., 2005], traffic peaks [Kittelson et al., 2004; Shi et al. 2001;
Wehner et al., 2002], and S [Charron and Harrison, 2003; Alam et al. , 2003], the
selected event shows no direct relationship (Figure 36).

Figure 36.
Meteorological variables measured on December 20, 2006. Right axis: total solar
radiation (RST), relative humidity (RH) and wind direction (WDir, 0° correspond to North). Left axis:
temperature (T) and wind speed (WS) [Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2008b].
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Figure 37.
Time series measured during the selected event for: (i) number concentration of
particles in the 6-26 (N0.006-0.026, blue solid line) and 26-300 (N0.026 , blue dash dot line) nm size range;
(ii) surface area (S) of particles in the 0.3-0.8 (S0.3-0.8, dark solid line), 1-10 (S1-10, filled curve), 10>20 (S10->20 , dark dash dot line) µm size range; (iii) traffic counts (red circles) [Reproduced from
Costabile et al., 2008b].

To unravel the hidden variables governing N, PCAI was run (Figure 38) as defined by
(Eq.2) where xkj is the value standardized by (Eq.1) of the kth variable given by the
(Eq.3):
xkj = Nα −β

α, β ∈{(0.006,0.026,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.8,1,1.6,2, 3, 4, 5, 7.5,10,15, 20)µm}


= Nβ − Nα , β > α

m = 16




(3)
for the jth observation taken during the event. PCA is a multivariate statistical
technique commonly used for source apportionment of particulate matter [e.g., Vallius
et al., 2003; Hopke et al., 1976]. In this work, particle modes and sizes were used as
specific markers of source and process categories contributing to N [e.g., Birmili et
al., 2001]. These categories were identified by examination of the variable loadings on
the PCs (Figure 38), which indicated the correlation of each variables with each
component [Almeida et al., 2005].
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Figure 38.
PCAI as defined by (Eq.1,2,3) with 16 variables given by the number concentration N
of particles spanning from 0.006 to 20 µm grouped in 16 size bins [Reproduced from Costabile et al.,
2008b].

The particle number distribution (PND) analysed by PCAI was found to be governed
by the interaction of four components (eigenvalues>0.6) at 92.28% of total variance
explained (Figure 38). this finding firstly shows as different modes of the size
distribution behave differently to one another. However, their further analysis could
likely provide insights to: (i) sources [e.g., Birmili et al., 2001] and aging processes of
particles after the emission (i.e. dilution with background air, nucleation, coagulation,
deposition and condensation [e.g., Zhang and Wexler, 2004]); (ii) other variables
influencing the occurrence of these processes, such as available S and temperature
[e.g., Kerminen et al., 2001; Voigtalnder et al., 2006]. Therefore, it is presented in the
followings.

8.4.

PARTICLE SOURCES AND AGING PROCESSES DURING THE EVENT

PC1I (Figure 38) reveals that all the size ranges of N correlate positively with each

other with the exception of N0.3-0.5, which loads highly (in N0.3-0.8) on PC2I . This could
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indicate a common prevailing source for all the particle size ranges measured with the
exception of the 0.3-0.5 µm channel. This source is likely attributable to the traffic
emissions from the near roads [e.g., Wåhlin et al., 2006]. It dominated particles larger
than 1 µm, likely attributable to tyre and brake abrasion and soot re-entrainment from
the exhaust pipe [i.e., Imhof et al., 2005;Weijiers et al., 2004]. In contrast to the larger
particles, the small combustion-generated particles (N0.006-0.026, N0.026-0.3) directly
stemmed from the exhaust pipe [e.g., Pirjola et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2002; Shi et al.,
1999] could be linked to PC3I . Because of their singular variation into PC1I (Figure
38), emission sources of particles in the 0.3–0.5 µm size range (loading on PC2I ) can
be likely related to long-range transport [Birmili et al., 2001; Wåhlin et al., 2006]
rather than to incomplete combustion emissions from the near road [Imhof et al.,
2005]. As presented here PC2I is not a specific pollution component, but it is
comprised of particles from various sources “aged” during the transport, e.g. diesel
vehicle traffic [e.g., Kleeman et al., 2000], urban background, vegetation burning
(around 0.06 µm) [Morawska et al., 2003], “droplets” (above 300nm) [Birmili et al.,
2001]. Finally, particles larger than 10 µm showing a different pattern to the smaller
ones [e.g., Charron and Harrison, 2003] and loading on PC4I can be probably linked
to the re-suspension of road dust due to both traffic and wind [e.g.,Weijiers et al.,
2004]. Data should be less meaningful for this size range due to the lower abundance
of particles, and therefore poor counting statistics.
Beyond indicating that the PND resulted from the interaction of the four above
mentioned sources, this analysis is, however, hampered by a lack of understanding of
the different variances found for the PCs (Figure 38). To solve this issue, the findings
were further analysed. It is known that PCA orthogonalizes the components of the
input vectors, orders the resulting PCs so that those with the largest variation come
first, and eliminates components that contribute the least to the variation in the data
set [Jain and Dubes, 1998]. Since processes with the smallest time scales have most
relevance in changing the concentrations of the particles [e.g., Ketzel and Berkowicz,
2004], the idea here is that the faster the process, the higher the variance, the higher
the eigenvalue. Therefore, PC1I could likely indicate the fastest process (highest
variance) influencing most of the size ranges of N and varying with particle diameters
(Figure 38). At the concentration levels of this work, this process could likely be the
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dilution of traffic emissions from the closest upwind road [e.g., Ketzel and
Berkowicz, 2004; Jacobson and Seinfeld, 2004]. The higher loadings of the
supermicron particles (Figure 38) are likely linked to the fact that the return to
background levels is faster for particles larger than 1 µm removed faster due to
sedimentation [e.g., Weijers et al. 2004]. In particular, for particles sufficiently large
(10-20 µm size range) the dominant process (with the highest loadings) was likely the
gravitational settling represented by the PC4I (Figure 38). Conversely, for submicron
particles, remaining longer in the air, gravitational settling was ineffective when
compared to the other faster processes associated to PC2I and PC3I [e.g., Weijers et
al. 2004; Zhang and Wexler, 2002]. The former, PC2I , could likely indicate a process
quite significant near road (second highest variance, Figure 38), but slower than
dilution (lower variance and eigenvalue, Figure 38) in altering the PND. This process
could have a time scale depending on particle sizes (Figure 38) and fastest in
scavenging (as the major removal process) the smallest particles (D<300nm highest
negative loadings). The removal of these smallest particles (D<300 nm) in PC2I
(Figure 38) could be linked to the highest increase of submicron particles larger than
about 0.05 µm (positive highest loadings), but not to even larger (supermicron) ones.
All these findings could probably suggest [e.g., Holmes, 2007; Pohjola et al., 2003;
Zhu et al., 2002; Ketzel and Berkowicz, 2004; Kerminen et al., 2001; Alam et al.,
2003; Zhang and Wexler, 2002] that this component could be linked to coagulation
processes.
Finally, PC3I could likely be linked to the mechanism of formation of the smallest
particles, for whom it was found to be the dominant process (highest loadings)
without influencing the other number concentrations [e.g., Holmes, 2007; Charron
and Harrison, 2003; Zheng and Wexler, 2002], as better discussed below.

8.5.

PRINCIPAL

FACTORS

INFLUENCING

NUCLEATION

MODE

PARTICLES

To better understand the PC3I (Figure 38), PCAII was calculated (Figure 39) including
N0.006-0.026 , N0.026-0.3 and other variables expected to influence it, such as ambient T
and RH [Abdul-Khalek et al., 1999; Bukowiecki et al., 2003], available S [Holmes
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2007; Zhang and Wexler, 2002], and traffic counts from the closest road. PCAII is
defined by (Eq.2) where xkj is the value standardized by (Eq.1) of the kth variable
given by the (Eq.4):
x ∈{N, SA, RH,T ,WS,Wdir,VehN}



x = N →α, β ∈{(0.006,0.026)µm}



 (4)
x = N, SA→ x = xα −β = xβ − xα x = SA→α, β ∈{(0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.8,1,1.6,2, 3, 4, 5, 7.5,10,15,20)µm}

β > α




m = 22


for the jth observation taken during the event.
The variables were found to be governed by the interaction of five components
(eigenvalues>1) at 84 % of total variance explained. PC1II and PC3II show meanings
quite similar to PC1I and PC4I (Figure 38, Figure 39). PC4II seems to be linked
predominantly to the meteorology. PC5II (with the lowest variance) is likely
associated to the dilution of exhaust plumes due to the mechanically-induced
turbulence produced by the passing vehicles on the near road (Figure 39).
On the contrary, the explanation of PC2II is not so straight forward. As suggested by
PC2I , PC2II reveals a singular relationship between three variables (Figure 39): N6-26,

S300-800, and ambient T (and the associated RH), whose scatter plot is reported in
Figure 40.
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Figure 39.
PCAII as defined by (Eq.1,2,4) with 22 variables: (i) number concentration of
particles in the 6-26 (N0.006-0.026) and 26-300 (N0.026) nm size range; (ii) surface area (S) of particles
spanning from 0.3 to> 20 µm grouped in 15 size bins; (iii) meteorological variables (relative
humidity, RH, temperature, T, wind speed and direction, WS, Wdir); and (iv) vehicle number
(Veh_N) [Reproduced from Costabile et al., 2008b].

Figure 40.
The measured relationship between the S300-800 (x-axis), T (y-axis) and N6-26 (z-axis,
colours). Triplets of raw data (circles) are smoothed by a tricube weigh function to weight the data,
and a polynomial regression of degree 3 is used as smoother [Costabile, Allegrini, 2007a]. Each point
along the smooth curve is obtained from a regression of data points close to the curve point with the
closest points more heavily weighted. All data points were used for each regression. [Reproduced
from Costabile et al., 2008b]
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Vehicle counts from the near upwind road showed a eigenvalue < 0.5, and therefore
were excluded from the further analysis. Little variations of S300-800 appear to
correspond to large variations of N6-26 (Figure 40), so that two branches can be
recognised in the (raw) data (black circles) for S300-800 greater/lower than 32 µm2/cm3
(it should be again pointed out that these results are limited by the unavailability of
aerosol surface area for particles smaller than 300 nm due to the OPC lowest cut-off
size). N6-26>30.000 #/cm3 (N>40.000 #/cm3, Figure 36) occurred only for the lowest
S300-800 values (vertical branch, bottom-left Figure 40). This likely suggests that lower
S300-800 could have not been sufficient for low volatile gases to condense and, thus,
could allow the gases emitted from the passing vehicles to nucleate and grow
(increasing N6-26) [e.g., Holmes, 2007]. Conversely, higher S300-800 values (horizontal
branch, top-right, Figure 40) could have likely promoted the condensation of these
gases (competing with the nucleation), so reducing particle formation (lower N6-26)
[e.g., Scheer et al., 2005]. In an attempt to clarify the connections between soot and
nucleation mode particles (NMP), Imhof et al. (2006) observed a threshold value of
the S of soot whose increase/decrease led to a correspondent decrease/increase of
NMP. They suggested this value to be dependent on the ambient T. In our work, the
relationship between N, S and T likely indicates higher N6-26 for lower T [e.g.,Hussein
et al., 2006; Virtanen et al., 2006; Voigtländer et al., 2006] only down to a threshold
value of T (≈9°C, Figure 40). Below this value, N6-26 decreases. Giechaskiel et al.
(2005) also noticed a similar effect, with NMP appearing only when T of the exhaust
gases (measured just before sampling) reached ≈165°. In our case, in absence of
additional data, a tentative explanation could consider the balance between the
twofold effect of T on particle nucleation. On one hand, for lower T the value of the
saturation ratio, SR, provided by (5)
SR =

pA
N
= SA
p (T ) N A (T )
S
A

(5)
can be sufficiently large to let sufficiently large clusters to be formed [Seinfield and
Pandis, 2006; Kulmala et al., 2000; Kulmala et al., 2007]. On the other hand,
however, the critical size that these clusters must exceed to grow and form a new
phase (nucleate) is inversely proportional to T [Seinfield and Pandis, 2006]: a
minimum T value could likely be required. In this meaning, the vehicle-emitted gases
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could either nucleate (N6-26 increased considerably) or condensate over the available
S300-800 (N preserved, particles < 0.6-0.8 µm grew appreciably) according to both S300800

and ambient T. The highest values of N6-26 in Figure 40 could likely reflect the

balance between the availability of pre-existing S300-800 for condensation of vapours
emitted on the near upwind road and the T-controlled availability of stable clusters for
nucleation of the same emitted gases.
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CHAPTER 9.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The spatial variation of traffic related air pollution from tailpipe-to-road-to
ambient was studied especially focussing on UFPs. The process was analysed using a
two stage structure (tailpipe-to-road and road-to-ambient) due to the different spatial
and temporal scales of the related processes. The methodological approach based on
the analysis of frequency distributions of space-series was developed at both the
stages firstly for major traffic-related air pollutants, and then applied to UFPs.
Initially, a new methodology for assessing the spatial distributions of traffic air
pollutants at urban (road-to-ambient) scale was developed. Concurrently, a new
approach to link air quality and traffic air pollution at urban scale (stage road-toambient) was studied. Therefore, the two above mentioned approaches were applied
to analyse a real case of UFP variation in an urban area (stage road-to-ambient).
Then, the spatial distribution of reactive traffic-related air pollutants into a streetcanyon (namely including chemistry and fluid-dynamics effects) was analyzed (stage
tailpipe-to-road). Finally, the major findings of this work guided the assessment of
ultrafine particles near-road, at stage tailpipe-to-road.
The methodology to analyse the spatial variation of traffic air pollution was
developed by considering air pollutants’ concentration in terms of frequency
distributions (FD) of its space series. The dilution processes (indicated by a
LogNormal FD, as explained by the theory of successive random dilution) was shown
to be not the dominant process to fit the spatial variations. Conversely, space-FDs of
traffic air pollutants were found to be fitted by the Gaussian FD, that is the data
matched the pattern expected if the data was drawn from a population with a Normal
distribution. When traffic emissions in urban areas can be considered as sources
spatially diffused (no highways, etc.), pollutants mainly emitted by vehicle emissions
show a Normal space-FD being other factors less relevant. This result is very
important in understanding the characteristic of the spatial trend of these pollutants.
Every process where the pollutant particles show a Normal distribution of the spatial
trend density, satisfies the diffusion equation and thus represent such a mechanism.
The predominant factors influencing the spatial FD type of air pollutant
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concentrations may, therefore, be associated to the diffusion mechanisms in
atmosphere, rather than mixing and diluting of source emissions. These factors are
meteorology, relevant emission sources, seasonality, photochemistry, and topography.
Moreover, being the spatial data distribution Normal, mean and median values (quite
same) can correctly be used to represent the concentration values of these pollutants
all over the city for air quality management purposes and calculation of air pollution
indexes.
The methodology to allow the communication at road-to-ambient scale between
transport emissions and air quality in real-time was developed by considering
integrated systems. The successful approach, currently under way as case-study in
Beijing, considered the integration of the modeling to interpret the data measured with
the measurements to validate the data modeled. The work was intended to better
understand how the improvement of transport technology, both private and public, the
reduction of vehicles pollution proportion by technological, political and scientific
measures and the improvement of emission performances, could be integrated with
“intelligent” transport management system. However, there remains a need to
continue research to improve our understanding of the mechanisms leading to air
pollution impacts from transport emissions, to reduce the uncertainty in our ability to
quantify the relationships between all emissions and all impacts. For urban air
pollutants from road traffic there remain some doubts concerning both the existence
and the mechanisms of cause and effect, particularly for particles, which are currently
one of the air pollutants causing most concern.
To this meaning, the number concentration of UFPs were analysed at stage 1,
from road-to-ambient both near emission sources and at a background location. They
were found to be a clear indication of vehicle exhaust sources in ambient air. At urban
scale UFPs resulted from three prevailing contributions. Firstly, a very low urban
background UFP concentration (lower than 1000 #/cm3) particularly visible in
summer. Secondly, a significant contribution due to local traffic sources, up to
100.000 #/cm3 (traffic site in winter time). Finally, a significant contribution due to
secondary transformation processes closely linked to meteorology, particularly solar
radiation. Transport from sources nearby were also found to be significant, indicating
significant UFP lifetime in atmosphere. The conditions near mobile emission sources
were found to differ from typical background conditions in that particle number
concentrations were much higher, and dilution processes were much faster and
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stronger. The stronger variability induced more rapid concentration fluctuations,
probably due to faster and more intense dilution processes, which can reduce the
number concentration more rapidly, as well as trigger physical processes other than
dilution, such as nucleation, coagulation, and condensation.
The analysis of the stage 2, from tailpipe-to road, revealed traffic pollutants
emitted at road level to vary relevantly on the vertical coordinate even to less than 15
m. The analysis of the frequency distribution (FD) of the (spatial) differences between
the two measured (time) concentrations (for each pollutant) gave insights into the
pollutant diffusion mechanisms in atmosphere from tailpipe to road (Costabile et al.,
2006b). The spatial distribution of a pollutant governed largely by local vehicle
emissions (e.g. NO into a street-canyon) was largely determined by the vertical
diffusion of emissions: difference of concentrations distributed statistically according
to the Gaussian curve. The higher the chemical reactivity of the pollutant (e.g., O3),
the lower the spatial distribution with a variability strongly influenced by local fluiddynamics effects, and a FD influenced by systematic factors deviating it from the
Normal FD.
Finally, the number distribution of aerosol particles spanning from 6 nm to more
than 20 µm was analysed on the road (stage 2, from tailpipe-to-road). It was found to
be governed by the interaction of four Principal Components at 92.28% of total
variance explained. This indicated major sources (traffic emissions and long-range
transport) and “aging” processes of particles after the emission (dilution, coagulation,
nucleation and condensation, and gravitational settling), grouped over the four orders
of magnitude of diameters. The analysis of variables governing the occurrence of
these processes revealed the number concentration of particles in the 6-26 nm size
range (N6-26, including nucleation mode particles) to be largely influenced by the
surface area of particles smaller than 800 nm (S300-800, including accumulation mode
particles) and ambient T. The highest values of N6-26 occurred for threshold values of
both S300-800 and T. In absence of additional data, it was argued that the balance
between two prevailing processes probably triggered the increase of N6-26: the
availability of S300-800 for condensation of the vapours emitted, and the T-controlled
availability of stable clusters for nucleation of the same emitted gases. This finding
was a further evidence that nucleation particles can be both directly emitted from the
engine and formed in atmosphere soon after the emission according to some
governing factors.
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There appear at least two directions to proceed from the present study. First, the
pursuing towards a stage 0 for UFPs number size distribution from engine to tailpipe.
Its analysis could result in a comprehensive emission inventory of combustion
generated UFPs emitted by motor engines. In order to control level of atmospheric
pollution caused by vehicle engine emissions, the international legislation has indeed
established over the years a series of tests to evaluate the potential capability to
pollute of different types of engines in order to impose restrictions to the
commercialization of high polluting engines. These tests have been designed with the
purpose of simulating real engine operating conditions by the performance of both
steady and transient test cycles. For several sources the non-steady-state emissions are
suspected to be a significant portion of the total air pollution emitted, and hence, their
quantification may be important towards determining average emission factors,
pollutant exposure and mode-specific pollutant minimization [e.g., Gullet et al.,
2006]. The Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer spectrometer (Figure 1-1) acquired by the
Department of Mechanical Engineering of Tor Vergata university during this Ph.D.
work (see Appendix) is an instrument designed specifically for measuring particles
emitted from internal combustion engines and vehicles. The EEPS [e.g., Johnson et
al., 2004; Kittelson et al., 2006] gives particle size distribution in the 5.6-560 nm size
range resolved with the fastest time resolution available—10 times per second—. It
means that it’s possible to investigate particle size distribution emitted by motor
engines not only in steady-state engine operation but also in transient engine
operation. In this way, great emphasis can be put on measurements during transient
test cycles, representing real-world driving behaviour.
The main findings of this further study could, then, drive a further direction of
research closing the circle indicated by this work, that is the assessment of the spatial
distribution of UFP number size distribution from engine-to-tailpipe-to-road-toambient. This has the potential to finally indicate to what extent number size
concentrations of UFPs measured at the exhausts of a single engine could reflect the
outdoor concentrations in ambient air in a whole urban area.
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APPENDIX 6: ENGINE EXHAUST PARTICLE SIZER
The Model 3090 Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer spectrometer (EEPS™, mod.3090,
TSI Inc., MN, USA) (Figure 41) is a fast-response, high-resolution instrument that
measures very low particle number concentrations in diluted exhausts.

6

This Appendix is reproduced from the Model 3090 EEPSTM Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer: Operation and

service Manual (P/N 1980494, Revision E, August 2006) TSI Incorporated (www.tsi.com).
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Figure 41.
2006]

Model 3090 Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer spectrometer [Reproduced from TSI,

Instrument operating specifications are as follows (Table 8):

Table 8. EEPS (mod.3090, TSI) operating specifications [Reproduced from TSI, 2006]

It’s ideal for analysis of a wide range of engine exhaust situations, including engine
tailpipe measurements (Engine Dynamometer test cells, Chassis Dynamometer test
cells, Old diesel engines with high emissions, New generation diesels with active
controls, Measurements upstream and downstream of Diesel Particulate, Filters or
Particle Traps, Spark Emission engine emissions—GDI Engines), and mobile
Measurements.
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The first electrical mobility instrument was the Whitby Aerosol Analyzer, developed
in the late 1960’s [Whitby and Clark, 1966]. This was followed a few years later by a
similar but smaller version called the EAA (Electrical Aerosol Analyzer) [Lui and
Pui, 1974]. These instruments both used a unipolar charger assembly to place a
positive charge on the particles. The level of charge depends on particle size and is
correlated by the instrument calibration so that the instruments can report number
concentrations. An improvement over the EAA was the development of the
Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) column (Figure 42).

Figure 42.

Schematic of a Differential Mobility Analyser [Reproduced from TSI, 2006]

Rather than using a unipolar charger, a very stable and predicable Krypton-85
radioactive bipolar charger was used [Fuchs, 1964; Wiedensohler, 1988]. When
combined with a Condensation Particle Counter (CPC), the DMA can be stepped
through various voltages, to detect different particle sizes [Fissan et al., 1983; Hoppel,
1978; Hussin et al., 1983; Kinney et al., 1991; Knutson and Whitby, 1975]. Using a
computer, the voltages can be automatically stepped to generate a particle size
distribution. This was the basis for the Differential Mobility Particle Sizing (DMPS)
systems. An improvement in resolution is obtained by continuously scanning the rod
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voltage with an exponential voltage ramp and counting to generate a size distribution
[Wang and Flagan, 1990; Quant et al., 1993]. This is the basis for the current
Scanning Mobility Particle Sizing (SMPS) system that is commonly used to obtain
high resolution size distributions of engine exhaust particles. Unfortunately, the
SMPS method has a drawback in that it takes a significant amount of time (30 seconds
minimum with 60 or 120 seconds being more commonly used) to obtain a single size
distribution. This makes it unsuitable for measuring engine transients on a second-bysecond basis. This led to designs for an improved sizing instrument that could give
complete size distributions in one second or less. The EEPS spectrometer is such an
instrument.
The basic idea upon which the EEPS Model 3090 is based was developed at Tartu
University in Estonia [Mirme and Tamm, 1991; Mirme and Tamm, 1993; Tammet et
al., 1998]. The EEPS spectrometer is based on this fast-response instrument.
Conceptually these instruments are similar to a DMA. But, rather than particles being
drawn to the center, as in a DMA, the particles are repelled outward to electrodes. The
EEPS spectrometer performs particle size classification based on differential electrical
mobility classification (as with the SMPS). The charged aerosol enters the analyzer
column near on-axis and above the central rod. The particles are deflected radially
outward and collected on electrically isolated electrodes that are located at the outer
wall (see Figure 43). The particle number concentration is determined by
measurement of the electrical current collected on a series of electrodes.
The charging of the aerosol is accomplished through two unipolar diffusion chargers.
First, a negative charger puts a negative net charge on the particles to reduce the
number of highly positive charged particles and to prevent overcharging in the second
charger. Then, a positive charger puts a predictable net positive charge on the
particles.
The electrical analyzer consists of an inner cylinder composed of multiple electrical
sections with different voltages and column diameters. By stepping the voltage and
changing the central column diameter, the required height of the column is reduced
and the particles are more evenly distributed across 22 electrodes. The electrode rings
are made of a highly insulating plastic with metal rings molded into the inner diameter
of the ring. Features in these parts provide a large electrical resistance between the
electrometer rings while minimizing the gap between the rings. O-ring seals between
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the electrode rings ensure a leak-tight column. Custom electrometers are used to
obtain low noise, fast response and high resolution.

Figure 43.

Schematic of EEPS measurement column [Reproduced from TSI, 2006]

After passing through a 1µm cut cyclone, the aerosol enters the charger at 10 L/min
and close to atmospheric pressure (see Figure 44). It then passes through the charging
region where it receives a predictable charge. In the charger, 0.6 L/min of clean air is
added to the flow to keep the charger electrode clean. After the charger, 2 L/min is
removed from the center of the charging region, where charging is less uniform, and
the rest of the aerosol passes near the center electrode. A recirculating flow of
particle-free, laminar sheath air at 39.4 L/min joins the particle flow at the top of the
center electrode for a total of 48 L/min through the column. Particles are then
separated by electrical mobility as flow moves from the top to the bottom of the
column. Particles with high electrical mobility (small particles) are deflected to the
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electrode rings near the top of the column, and those with low electrical mobility
(large particles) are deflected further downstream. Air flow that is not filtered and
recirculated is passed out of the exit of the instrument at 10 L/min.

Figure 44.

Flow schematic of EEPS spectrometer [Reproduced from TSI, 2006]

There are a number of parameters affecting the electrometer currents that need to be
compensated if high time resolution is to be obtained. Particles that flow past the
detection stages but don’t contact the electrode rings can create image charges. In
addition, there are time delays between when a small particle from an aerosol packet
is detected on an upper stage of the column and when a large particle from the same
aerosol packet is detected on a lower stage in the column. An inversion algorithm is
used to deconvolute the data and make corrections for the image charges and the time
delays in the column. The algorithm also converts currents from the 22 electrometers
into 32 size channels of output. This allows the maximum resolution of the instrument
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to be represented by output channels that are equally spaced on a log scale between
5.6 nm and 560 nm.
Unlike many instruments which have a single value as the lower detection limit, the
EEPS has a range of values depending on particle size and averaging time. This is due
to the inherent noise in each electrometer as well as the particle charging probability
vs. particle size. Figure 45 gives a range of lower limits for several averaging intervals
based on particle size.

Figure 45.

Graph of concentration limits [Reproduced from TSI, 2006]

The EEPS software calculates a different detection limit based on each of the possible
averaging intervals that can be selected in the software. The upper limit of
concentration is based on the fixed upper limit of current that can be detected by each
electrometer channel. This limit is also plotted in Figure B-4. However, this limit does
not change with averaging time. The EEPS software uses this limit to show maximum
limit values (red boxes) at the top of any bar in the 2D histogram which has reached
or exceeded this value. When a value is exceeded, the bar is clipped at the maximum
value, affecting the shape of the distribution.
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